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Editorial

A Fresh Start
Publisher’s Column

By Rob Diaz-Marino, MSc.
Welcome to 2012!
Traditionally the turn of a new year is seen as a chance
for a fresh start. Maybe you believe there is some mystical
alignment of the stars that makes this time more viable to
change your life than any other day of the year. Or maybe
the New Year just makes for a conceptual break in our lives
that we can see as the closing of an old chapter and the
beginning of a new one.
Assuming that you are not perfect and that you are willing
to grow, this is the time to take stock of your life and reflect
honestly on what you can do better. This is not just about
short term or superficial benefits like losing the weight that
you gained over the holidays; it can also be about the small
steps you can take toward becoming a better person. If you
don’t think there’s any room for improvement...well, you
probably need to reflect a little bit harder.
There are many different areas that you can concentrate
on, like improving social skills, working on character flaws,
developing emotional intelligence, gaining physical selfawareness, building self esteem, overcoming your fears...
the list goes on. The trick is not to overwhelm yourself with
too many things at a time, and not to feel discouraged if
your list is long. Make one or two realistic goals for your
own personal growth, and stick to them as best as you can
for the rest of the year. If you’re lucky they’ll stick as a
habit, and once you no longer have to think about them you
can move on to different goals for next year.
Last year I talked about one of my own resolutions for
2011, which would fall into the category of gaining physical
self-awareness.
Except for weekends and magazine
deadlines, I have stuck pretty firmly to my goal of working
out for at least half an hour every work day. There were
several reasons for me to do this: because of my diabetes,
to help level out my blood sugars and gain better control;
to improve my overall health; to give my body as much of a
challenge as my work gives my mind; and yes, to gain some
weight and muscle so that I achieve a physique that I’m
happier with. I’m not a muscle bear yet, but I’ve certainly
gained some definition and noticed improvements in my
strength and endurance. I plan on continuing with this
through 2012, along with a new and much more challenging
goal that I’m about to explain.
Our New Year’s Resolution
Steve and I put ourselves through a lot running this
magazine - I think we can probably agree, our individual
workloads are more than the average person would be able to
handle without coming apart at the seams. Most weekdays,
Steve works from 9am to 3am dealing with the hundreds of
Emails, numerous phone calls, interview requests etc. that
flood us daily; plus posting content on the GayCalgary.com
website, and sending out notifications through social media.
I have my full time job from 8am to 5pm, I get home and
maybe run a few errands like picking up groceries before I
go back to working on magazine and website related stuff
until 12am or later. And then we work the weekends too,
covering events in Calgary and Edmonton, not to mention
magazine deadlines where we work ourselves even harder. I
don’t think there are many out there who can say they pull
a 16 to 18 hour workday without having a proper break or
holiday in 8 years, but somehow we’ve gotten used to doing
this.
One might think the magazine is impressive enough, but
that doesn’t even factor in that a good portion of what we do
www.gaycalgary.com

in the community doesn’t necessarily have a tangible result
for the public to see. Nevertheless it consumes our time and
effort. As a result, it has become frustrating when people
still expect more out of us, and it is further frustration and
guilt for us when our workload becomes a frequent excuse
for turning people down, or making people wait on us for
things we honestly intend to do.
But last month we had something of a wakeup call. Steve
lost two of his relatives, and unnecessary distractions from
the community kept us from spending any time with them
while they were still alive. His grandmother was the only
one of his grandparents that he ever had the opportunity
to know, and he spent a lot of time with her when he was
younger. She accepted Steve and I as a couple without us
ever needing to explain anything – she even taught me how
to say “I love you” to him in Hungarian. Even though we had
several days of notice that her condition was deteriorating,
we only finally arrived a few days before Christmas to see
her, literally a minute or two before she passed away. His
Aunt passed away two days later, and we didn’t get the
chance to visit her at all. To add insult to injury, we had to
work over Christmas day to make time so we could attend
the funerals.
There is a lesson here that everyone should heed. You
never want to put yourself in a position where your life is
so full of things that you are unwilling to give up, that you
don’t have room for anything else. There are times when
life will inevitably demand more of you. If you haven’t
conserved some room for it, then it will force something else
out that you care about, and you may not get to choose
which thing that is.
We often hear the reminder that, no matter what, you
have to put yourself first because nobody else will - I’ve
written about it at least once in past editions of my own
column (e.g. December 2009, “Balancing Holiday Charity
with Reality”). With so many people in the community
demanding our time and attention on a daily basis, it has
been troublesome for us to do this. We’ve sacrificed a lot
in the way of having personal lives, sometimes neglecting
friends and family, to try to keep up with what individuals,
businesses, and organizations in the community need and
expect of us.
Finally we’ve come to the realization that this isn’t fair
to us, or to our friends and families who should come
before our business. We could go on feeling helpless and
growing progressively bitter toward the people who make us
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shoulder an unreasonable burden, or we can sack-up and
address the real issue here: that carrying a good part this
burden doesn’t have to be our job.
Steve and I do still enjoy our work but we need better
balance with the rest of our lives, and the opportunity to
pursue some of our own interests on the side. Furthermore,
we start to get bored when we don’t feel like we’re moving
forward, and for the past year we have been holding pretty
steady.
So that is our New Year’s resolution, for us personally
and for our business: to start committing to doing less of
the unnecessary stuff so that we can concentrate more on
ourselves and the things that matter most to us. Maybe it
sounds selfish, but after 8 years of running the magazine
non-stop (20 for Steve, running GayCalgary.com), I think
we’ve done our time. If we haven’t built a solid foundation
by now that can allow us to take a step back, then it can’t
be done.
On the business side, Steve and I have already held
discussions and made some decisions about what this
should look like in the coming year. We’re not ready to
announce any specifics just yet, but in general we’re going
to concentrate on developing ways to work smarter rather
than harder, saying “no” a lot more often, returning to our
roots, and continuing to innovate so that we keep up with
the times. It sounds strange but in this situation promising
less will be a win for everyone (where “everyone” includes
us).
Conserving our time and effort will mean that we can
better focus on meeting the needs of our advertisers and
providing a better product to our readers, while allowing us
the leeway to live simpler and happier lives together. Any
roles that we may be stepping away from would be nothing
that the community can’t adapt to – if anything it will leave
more opportunities for others to participate and get involved
with our local organizations.
In fact, we’ve already started taking more time for
ourselves. For the first time in 5 years we were in the same
city for New Years Eve, and able to celebrate this occasion
together as a regular couple would, which starts us on the
right foot for 2012.
Now, stay tuned for my next Publisher’s column, in our
milestone 100th edition, when we will be revealing further
details about what we have planned.
On the whole, we’re
quite excited about where the coming year will take us.
The Living Christmas Tree
It turns out that last year I had unwittingly started a new
tradition by getting roped into the Living Christmas Tree
fundraiser at the Calgary Eagle.
If you’re not familiar with this concept, basically one
or two people volunteer themselves as “trees” (stripped
down to their underwear), and funds are raised for SHARP
Foundation by selling ornaments that people can use to
decorate them. The ornaments go onto bare skin with
clothespins, so for the “trees” it’s a matter of enduring
prolonged pinching, and the sting of blood rushing back to
those areas when the clothespins come off.
This year wasn’t so impromptu; I knew ahead of time
that I was going to be doing this. Living Christmas Tree
extraordinaire, Aiden (from our December 2007 cover) was
back this year as the main attraction, and I was the “elf
bitch” sidekick. Anticipating the green latex body paint
from the old days, Aiden had shaved his body hair to avoid
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having it all ripped out when the latex would get peeled
off. This was unfortunate because for several years in his
absence, the Eagle has been using green body paint instead
- still a first for me because last time I wasn’t painted at all.
Patrons had a chance to be a little artistic with the paint
before filling everything in – I had a beautiful Calgary Eagle
logo painted on my back, and thanks to Makayla, an Eeyoreass-face painted on my front. I couldn’t resist cracking a
Hulk joke once my torso and legs were solid green: “You
won’t like me when I’m angry!”
Western Canadian Leather SIR and boy, Sir Marc and boy
Daniel, took care of leading us around the room and selling
ornaments. It’s not uncommon for some of the ornaments
to fall off our bodies as we shuffle around, but some made
a splash when they hit the ground. That was how I found
out that a few people were being clever and filling them
with water for extra weight (and pain). Weighted or not,
people found some particularly sadistic places to put the
ornaments. I held up pretty well, but one round was enough
for me, and spending more than an hour scrubbing green
paint off my body was a pain in itself.
In addition to all of this, the Calgary Eagle also auctioned
off a beautiful ornamental Christmas tree donated by
Rubaiyat. The Living Christmas Tree fundraiser brought in
just over $600 for the SHARP foundation.
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Denis the Menace

Getting down to earth with one of the scariest men on television
 Photos by Ray Mickshaw/FX

By Chris Azzopardi
Meeting Denis O’Hare should be scary as hell. But today, in
the back of homo-hotspot Saint Felix in West Hollywood on his
day off, O’Hare doesn’t project the eeriness he does as a horny
True Blood vamp and mysteriously deformed man who just
suffocated a potential homebuyer on American Horror Story.
So far during the debut season of the smash FX show, O’Hare,
who plays Larry Harvey, has dosed a house in gasoline, killed theman-of-the-house’s mistress and fought fervently for a home that’s
become a tough sell – and not just because the economy is sucking.
“Murder House,” as it’s called, is a freaky L.A. residence with a
dark past and a new family: the Harmons, a threesome hopeful for
a new start. But what’s up with the neighbors, including Jessica
Lange’s crazy super-mom Constance? And who’s this Larry guy
and why is this house so important to him?
O’Hare leans back after taking a sip of his cranberry/orange/
seltzer water concoction – his “incredibly demanding diva drink” –
and tells us. “I don’t think he’s evil. He’s acting out of a particular
desire for something. For me, all characters have a justification
for their behavior; they always think that what they’re doing is
necessary for a reason. Even Phantom of the Opera has a real
reason: He was in love with someone, he was scarred, he wants
love and revenge.”
O’Hare, at this very moment, just wants some food. He orders
a smorgasbord of nibblers that he eats in between talk of Ryan
Murphy’s AHS, the upcoming season of True Blood and the new
foster child he’s caring for with husband Hugo Redwood, who
lives in Brooklyn, N.Y. Holding his phone up, O’Hare flips through
photos of his family, looking for the one of the kid flashing his
8
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happy-as-can-be grin. Like O’Hare’s partner, the actor’s nearly-1year-old baby’s black, and when he comes upon one pic – of the
boy atop O’Hare’s lap and a friend’s child, who’s white, sitting on
Redwood – he finally breaks into a maniacal smirk.
“We’re the right wing’s worst nightmare,” O’Hare says. “Wrong
colored baby on the wrong person’s lap – oh my god!”
And you thought Larry was scary.
Before getting the call from Ryan Murphy desperately wanting
O’Hare to take on Larry, the actor was already doing creepy on True
Blood as the ancient former vampire king of Mississippi, Russell
Edgington.
Premiering this summer, season five sees the return of the Master
of Nutcases, as the 2,800-year-old bloodsucker makes a return to
the set after skipping out on the last go-’round. What’s to become of
him after rising from the cement he was buried under?
“Nothing I can share,” O’Hare says, noting a recent lunch he
had with out True Blood mastermind Alan Ball, the creator of Six
Feet Under. “We talked about what’s going to happen and I was
definitely surprised. It’s good stuff. It’s always good stuff. With him,
and with Ryan (Murphy), they don’t go to obvious places. They go
where you wouldn’t expect them to go.”
And so does O’Hare. The actor, who’s actually so down-to-earth
and non-creepy that he offers to share his food during our hourlong chat, is good at playing bad. He was relentless at getting
Sandra Bullock kicked out of the country in rom-com The Proposal,
and played way against type in Milk as Sen. John Briggs, who
proposes a California ballot initiative to outlaw gay and lesbian
teachers. Recently, O’Hare had a blink-and-you’ll-miss-it scene
in the Hoover biopic J. Edgar, a chance to work again with Clint
www.gaycalgary.com

Eastwood (O’Hare starred alongside Angelina Jolie in Changeling
as, what do you know, a psych ward bad guy).
O’Hare, who turns 50 in January, got his start where most actors
do: on the stage. Growing up in Michigan, he was in choir and, in
1974, landed a chorus part in a community theater production of
Show Boat. Then it was Broadway, where he played in Stephen
Sondheim’s Assassins in 2004, scored a Tony Award for his
performance in Take Me Out and was part of the revival of Sweet
Charity.
In January, O’Hare heads back to New York – and back to the
stage. He’ll be doing An Iliad off-Broadway through March, when he
returns to L.A. for True Blood.
The best part of being back in N.Y.? Seeing the family. He married
Redwood, an interior designer, over the summer, and the two have
been caring for their foster child since April.
“I could’ve gone to my grave without having kids, but I came
around to liking the idea,” O’Hare admits, noting he warmed up
to the thought after seven years of talks with Redwood. “As a gay
man, I find my biggest stumbling block was my own homophobia,
my own sense of feeling that gay people shouldn’t have kids. I felt
pressure from society that we’re not supposed to have kids” – not to
mention, he says, that once you do, it’s like wearing a gay yarmulke
– “and I was also shy about being a spokesperson for gay adoption.”
And now he’s the gushing father who’s looking for just the right
pic to show off the kid’s smile. His foster child laughs a lot, but how
could he not? “I speak to him in bad French,” O’Hare says, “and
he dies.”
O’Hare’s encounters with gay couples and their kids helped
him shake off his internalized homophobia, something he says is
difficult to diagnose in ourselves, and he finally accepted the idea
of having his own with Redwood. “It’s been normalized for me,” he
says, deliberating. “But it’s like being married.
“It’s so hard to say the word ‘husband’ at first. I say ‘partner,’ and
then suddenly realize if I say ‘husband,’ it might be aggressively
political – but then it’s like, what the fuck? What else am I gonna
say? He’s my husband. We are legally married.”

Continued on Page 51 
www.gaycalgary.com
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Community

Queering Calgary’s History
Justine Bonczek and Misc Youth tell it as it is
By Dallas Barnes

Did you know that as recent as 2002, Goliaths,
Calgary’s only gay bathhouse was raided by the
Calgary Police? Were you aware that at the first
Pride Calgary march nearly 22 years ago, many
of its participants had to wear paper bags over
their heads for fear of being recognized in a then,
homophobic city? As you are reading GayCalgary
and Edmonton Magazine were you aware that the
company originated in 1992 as Men for Men BBS, a
dial-up bulletin board system for gay men to chat
and share pictures?
Odds are, you may not have known all of these
facts – if you did, I am very impressed! For the rest of
us, unless you decided to set up camp in the archive
section of the Glenbow Museum, most of the queer
history of Calgary does not occupy a spot in your
mind. That’s why Justine Bonczek, co-chair of the
Miscellaneous Youth Network is working on making
queer history a common part of our vocabulary.
Bonczek is not your average 20 year old, and even if
you don’t think you know her, odds are you probably
do. Not only does she co-chair Miscellaneous Youth,
she is also the Executive Director of Mosaic, a biweekly queer youth group. She is the Outreach
Director of Pride Calgary, a public speaker on queer
topics at local high schools, and when she has the
time, works a full-time job. She is also a performer
with the Fake Moustache Drag King troupe. If you
were at Pride Calgary last year she was the rainbow
glitter girl at the head of the parade. If you were at
Vancouver Pride, perhaps you saw her marching with
Pride Calgary rounding up hundreds of thousands of
parade spectators to yell YEE-HAW!!
As if she doesn’t have enough on her plate, Justine
(aka. “Fuzzy”) is heading up a full-length documentary
highlighting how Calgary queer-dom became what it
is now.
“I am proud of being a born and (mostly) raised
Calgarian,” Bonczek says as she took the time to talk
to GayCalgary and Edmonton Magazine. “There is so
much history in Calgary and so much to be proud of
in our community!”
When asked why she wanted to take this immense
project on, Justine states, “there is no shortage of
oral history in this community, but there is no one
resource. I want to know, and want others to know
where we came from and why are we structured the
way we are?”
“When I came into the community at 17, I was
performing at Fake Mustache and heard so many
stories about our past. I felt I belonged in the
community as a result of what I knew about it. I
appreciate our history. This community is built on
belonging and our connections. Because I love this
city and I love this community I want to show it off in
a tangible form.”
10
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Although the idea of a queer documentary was
swirling around in Bonczek’s mind for a while, getting
it on its feet took a matter of days. While talking with
artist Lisa Heinricks, a notable community member
and queer organization supporter, she mentioned
her idea. Heinricks immediately connected her to
videographer David Joseph, and two hours later
Justine and David had hashed out a budget and a
plan. Later that night, she needed the approval of
the Miscellaneous Youth Network Board (who are
partnering in the project) which she received, and
three weeks later production began.
You are right if you think fitting an entire history
into one full-length film may be difficult, but Bonczek
has a solid plan. “I will be incorporating the history
along with interviews of community members,
organizations, non-profits, charities, and queer
businesses.” And with this, she has had no shortage
of interested participants. Her booking schedule is
packed with community members far and wide, but
she is still interested in anyone else that may want to
be a part of it. She is also looking for photos, posters,
articles, videos, journals, and stories from the queer
days of yore in Calgary to add into the project. It is
with this information and with this film that Bonczek
and Misc Youth can begin a living resource, utilizing a
website and office space to accumulate and showcase
our history.
Supporting this project is crucial. As Bonczek
points out, “With my volunteer work with youth, I
look at 14 and 15 year olds telling their history to even
younger kids. I remember sitting back and thinking,
they have a story to tell. I am only 20 and I have
stories to tell so what about those older than me? We
have something to be proud of in this community,
and we have a history. It is this history that builds a
community.”
As someone who is twice as old as Justine Bonczek,
I couldn’t have said it better myself.

Justine Bonczek
Miscellaneous Youth Network • headsup@miscyouth.ca
http://www.gaycalgary.com/a2655
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Re-Tiring in Alberta
Driving on winter tires saves lives
By Carey Rutherford
Normally the only person this writer hears talking about
winter tires is the ex-military brother who is happily
redneck enough to share a beer but not a tent with you
(nothing personal).
“Be Tire Smart – Play Your P.A.R.T., (is) an advocacy
campaign by Canada’s tire makers to help drivers make an
educated choice about whether they should install winter
tires.”
In Alberta, “winter tire use is significantly lower.”
According to the Rubber Association of Canada (RAC),
which represents tire makers (really, tires!), 35% of Alberta
motorists now ride on winter tires, compared to 51%
nationally.
The “three peak mountain snowflake” symbol is the mark
of a true winter tire, and we should look for this symbol,
which is stamped on the sidewall, when shopping for winter
tires.
“Research conducted by The Government of Quebec in the
two years since winter tire use became universal in that
province...shows that in the past two winters there has
been a five per cent reduction in road-accident injuries that
can be directly attributed to winter tire use. The research
concludes that widespread use of winter tires has prevented
about 575 road-accident injuries per winter in Quebec,
(and) that vehicle accidents resulting in death or serious
injury declined by three per cent.”
Winter tires, huh? If all these LGBT folks start wandering
into tire stores asking questions, where will we put our
rednecks? Will we have to set up a new preserve, somewhere
outside city limits so they’ll have access to their quads and
hunting?
But seriously, think hard about the consequences. As the
Rubber Association of Canada (really, tires) points out, “the
industry is offering drivers a wealth of information about
the performance advantages of winter tires at its website.”
And then they throw in more of this ‘science’ stuff:
“Today’s high-tech winter tires offer far more than better
traction on snow, ice or slush covered roadways. The rubber
compounds used . . . deliver better grip in all cold weather
driving conditions – including dry pavement – because these
compounds maintain their elasticity even at temperatures
below -30°. The result is a dramatic improvement in
driver control and traction in all winter driving conditions,
particularly when cornering or braking.”
So this winter season, make sure you put on the right
rubber…for your car!

Rubber Association of Canada
www.betiresmart.ca
http://www.gaycalgary.com/a2656
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Event

It’s Going to be a Winter Wonderland!
Pride even happens in the snow
By Dallas Barnes
Only in Canada would Pride be celebrated in the snow.
Lucky for us Albertans, these celebrations will be right
in our own backyard. The months of January and
February promise to be chalk-full of fun Winter events.

Snowballs Ski Weekend: January 27th – 29th

 Snowballs 2011. Photo courtesy of Mike Stansberry

First up is the fifth annual Snowballs Gay and Lesbian Ski/
Snowboard Trip to Banff from Friday, January 27 to Sunday
the 29th. Touted as a “low-cost getaway over a weekend right
here in Alberta,” this trip is worth it simply for the round-trip
party bus (with a liquor license) to get there! The bus leaves
on Friday evening, with a stop in Calgary and then returns on
Sunday evening.
Banff is a selling factor on its own, but coupling that with
some gay, good times? Priceless. There will be two mountains
that downhill skiers can enjoy: Lake Louise Mountain Resort
and Sunshine Village. Lake Louise has beginner, intermediate,
and expert runs from every chair while Sunshine Village
contains 3300 acres of terrain on three mountains, fabulous
for snowboarding at every level.
To top off the event, Saturday night is reserved for the White
Out Party at the Dancing Sasquatch Party Palace.
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Regardless of whether or not you are a skier, a weekend in
the beauty of Banff with likeminded gays could be just what the
doctor ordered after a hectic holiday season.

Winter Pride, Whistler: February 5th – 12th
The next item on our list of gay festivities is west of the Alberta
border in a small town you may have heard about during the
2010 Olympics; Whistler Village. This is a week-long event that
promises to keep you busy. Dean Nelson, CEO and Executive
Producer took some time to talk to GayCalgary and Edmonton
Magazine about this year’s events.
“The premise of Winter Pride, as it is now, was conceived
back in 1992 when Colorado, one of the world’s most renowned
ski locales, became politically entangled in a conservative
backlash, hence reinforcing the anti-gay sentiment of the times.
Some queer individuals that frequented the hills in Colorado
decided to make the much more liberal Whistler their newest
winter destination.”
“The first gay ski weekend there were about 300 attendees
and last year we counted about 2500 guests,” adds Nelson.
“So, this year we are celebrating our 20th Anniversary, and
commemorating this with a celebration with the old alumni.
This is also the first year that the resort is officially proclaiming
the dates of our event Pride week. This is a first in any mountain
city.”
Well, this proclamation is definitely deserved. The amount
of activities throughout the span of the week-long celebrations
could attract anyone to this Olympic destination. There are
events for men and women alike, and the nightly entertainment
is sure to keep guests smiling.
I asked Nelson about what he felt is the best part of Winter
Pride. “It is really interesting to find out why people come to our
event specifically. People tell us that Whistler is the friendliest
of the whole bunch! Many people have met their partners at the
ski week. Our atmosphere is friendly, non-threatening, and can
really create a relationship amongst like-minded people.”
“People come year after year. In fact, 4 couples got married
here last year as they originally met at one of our events. Gina
Daggett, one half of the Lipstick and Dipstick column at Curve
magazine met her life partner at our event! Her recent novel has
a bit of us included in it.”
“Our straight allies, the Rotary Club, donate their time with
us and actively engage with our guests. They find themselves
so moved by these guests. One guest told one of our volunteers
that he comes to our event every year because it is the one

www.gaycalgary.com

week of the year that allows him to have the strength to live
throughout the rest of the year.”

After a good night’s rest, Saturday is reserved to enjoy the
slopes (or the bar). Warm yourself up again at the Après Ski
event held at the Whistler’s Inn Hotel. Once you have mingled
to your heart’s content you can keep the party going at the
Official Jasper Pride Weekend Party: Mardi-Gras at the Jasper
Activity Centre Saturday evening. Calgary’s own Terri Stevens
and Justine Time will be hosting the event and demonstrating
their numerous talents onstage (if you were there last year you
know what I mean).
So, when your friends from warmer climates make fun of
you because you are stuck in -30° weather with nothing to do,
laugh in their face. As far as I know, warmer climates don’t get
fun Pride celebrations in the snow. Chalk up a point for the
Great White North!

Snowballs Ski Weekend
January 27th – 29th • www.gaycalgary.com/u338
Winter Pride, Whistler
February 5th-12th • www.whistlerpride.com
 Whistler Pride 2011. Photo courtesy of GayWhistler.com

Nelson makes sure to include the newest Pride event. “You
must try the new skeleton experience! The same one as in the
Olympics. There is nothing better than queens ripping down
the track at 125 kilometres an hour. It is so much fun!”
If nothing else, you must go for that.

Jasper Pride
February 10th-12th • www.outjasper.com
http://www.gaycalgary.com/a2657
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Jasper Pride: February 10th – 12th
The final event in our queer winter gauntlet is Jasper Pride.
I had the privilege of attending this event last year and it was
by far one of my favourite Prides, ever! The mix of people was
incredible, the hospitality was overwhelming, and the scenery
was breathtaking.
This year, the third annual celebration runs from Friday,
February 10th to Sunday the 12th, and is hosted by OUT
Jasper, Jasper’s GLBTQA non-profit community organization.
It is held for two main reasons: to celebrate pride in Jasper and
to raise money for the much needed OUT Jasper program.

 Jasper Pride 2011. Photo courtesy of Rob Brown

Similar to last year, the events are laid back, fun, and
community based. The weekend kicks off with the Welcome
Mixer hosted by Mountain Park Lodges (the fabulous hotel
where I stayed last year). There are drinks, appetizers, and a
very nice silent auction to partake in, that evening.

www.gaycalgary.com
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The (Bi) Girl with the Dragon Tattoo

Cast talks character’s sexuality – and why it doesn’t matter
 Photos by Columbia Pictures

By Chris Azzopardi
Tattooed and pierced, dressed in full black and the very type
of social recluse who’s as mysterious as her body art, Lisbeth
Salander is the quintessential outsider. She’s also sexually
ambidextrous, something seldom portrayed in a movie as
mainstream as The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo. Bisexuality, for
once, is no big deal.
“Thank you,” says the thriller’s director David Fincher, where
he’s come together with the cast during press day at New York
City’s Crosby Street Hotel.
Proud but opposed to taking all the credit for any kudos
having to do with downplaying the character’s swinging
sexuality, the Fight Club director continues: “We started with
the source material, and that’s what the book described. One
of the things we were very particular about was when she
meets Miriam Wu in the bar; we wanted it to be a moment of
happiness. There are two times you see (Lisbeth) smile in the
entire movie – and one of those is (that scene).”
The eagerly anticipated film, brutally unflinching in Fincher’s
wicked hands (remember Se7en?), has them waking up to
each other naked the next morning. For Rooney Mara, who
plays Lisbeth in this American adaptation of the popular Stieg
Larsson novel – the first in a trilogy that sold over 65 million
copies and became a Swedish film in 2009 – it was no biggie.
“Growing up in New York and L.A., it didn’t seem that crazy to
me to have a bisexual character,” says Mara. “She’s incredibly
comfortable with her sexuality, and I went into it the same. It
didn’t really faze me.”
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Plus, Fincher adds, it has more to do with Lisbeth’s
emotionally guarded self than who she sleeps with. “Her
sexuality is less of an ambidextrous thing than something that
she has to act on,” he says. “Intimacy is a problem for her, so
that was the important thing to show.”
To understand Lisbeth’s intimacy problems, you have
to understand her: She’s raped and tortured, scarred and
traumatized, always scrounging for money and, for some
obvious reasons, not very trusting. Why she’s on the outside
makes complete sense.
Regarding the character and what’s already known from the
films and novels, Mara says: “To be honest, I didn’t really think
much about what other people imagined it to be. I used what I
imagined it to be. I read all three books and I had a really clear
picture of who this girl was.”
She’s an information-age Nancy Drew who teams with
financial reporter Mikael Blomkvist (Daniel Craig) to get to the
bottom of a family mystery.
“What I love about this character and the relationship he has
with Salander is that he doesn’t have to prove he’s a man,” Craig
says. “He’s a guy and he’s very happy to fall in this relationship
where she’s literally wearing the trousers.”
Together they investigate what’s been haunting Henrik
Vanger (Christopher Plummer), one of Sweden’s wealthiest
industrialists, for 40 years: What happened to his niece,
Harriet?
“Nazis and serial killers and the evil that people do with
power tools weren’t the thing that was (interesting),” Fincher
says. “First and foremost was this partnership. I hadn’t seen
www.gaycalgary.com

these two people working together, so I liked the thriller, the
vessel of that, but I really was more interested in the people.”
Before auditioning, Mara was told of the harsh extremes that
would be required of her: lots of nudity, chain smoking, riding
a motorcycle, being brutally raped... and faux sex with Daniel
Craig (oh, the horror). She was up for the challenge.
“I couldn’t pick one thing that was the hardest; it was all
challenging,” Mara says. “The motorcycle was the thing that I
was the least excited about doing. It just seemed very dangerous
to me.”
Next up was the butch transformation: her hair was chopped,
she was pierced all over and the wardrobe department gave her
a grungier look.
“She put a dress on at the end of each day,” Craig jokes.
Filming took place in Stockholm and L.A., and after it
wrapped, Mara was remarkably able to disconnect from the
insanity. “It was harder to leave the whole experience behind,”
she says. “You work at 100 mph for over a year on something
and then wake up one day and have nothing to do.”
Craig was cast first as the film’s anchor, and then everything
else – including Mara – was fleshed out. “I wanted a very
masculine center,” Fincher says. “The androgynous side of the
movie would be carried by Rooney; that was her job.”
Because Fincher and Mara already established a working
relationship on Fincher’s The Social Network, where Mara plays
Mark Zuckerberg’s girlfriend, he sensed something in her – “an
inherent quality” that he always looks for – that could feed the
role of Lisbeth.
“In the beginning of Social Network, she was intensely
feminine, very mature, warm, verbal – and none of those
qualities apply to this movie. In fact, it’s the antithesis.”

Of all Lisbeth’s characteristics, one that seems to barely
register – because her sexual intentions have less to do with
sex and more to do with her psychologically wounded character
– is the gender of whom she beds.
Plummer, walking into the room halfway through the
interview, overhears the bisexuality talk. “Was that referring to
my character?” he says, kidding that the old, eccentric man he
plays is a switch-hitter.
Fincher gets in on the joke: “Why isn’t he married?!”
Plummer, Golden Globe-nominated for his role as a person
living out the last moments of his life as an openly gay man
in this year’s Beginners (Mara also scored a nod for Dragon
Tattoo), thought nothing of Lisbeth’s sexuality.
“(Her bisexuality) didn’t occur to me at all when I was
watching it,” Plummer says. “Anything that affords a kind of
helping hand and a soothing presence she would be attracted
to underneath all that cold unpleasantness.”
But the fact that a bisexual person is even at the center of a
major motion picture is a big deal, right? “I’m not an expert,”
he continues, “because it really doesn’t occur to me; it’s rather
like race, it never occurred to me when I was a child. I do think
(LGBT people) are treated with a little bit more sophistication
now.
“And sex – please have fun with whatever you wish to do.
That’s always been a philosophy of mine.”
Who can argue with that?

http://www.gaycalgary.com/a2658
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Business

How Gay-Friendly is Canada’s Tourism Industry?
Blue Flame Ventures seeks greater LGBTQ acknowledgement
By Evan Kayne
LGBTQ Canadians have, in the last 15-20 years, won the
majority of the same rights that their heterosexual counterparts
enjoy. Despite this victory, there is a lack of education for
businesses on how to treat LGBTQ clientele. This can be
especially worrisome in the tourism/hospitality industry. Rod
Zelles, President of Blue Flame Ventures, works with companies
to improve their awareness of our community’s needs.
“When I first started the company, initially...I was going to
teach companies how to market to the LGBT community. But
since then it’s almost taken a back seat to now where it’s more
educating than anything.”
Blue Flame Ventures has expanded to offer seminars and
marketing consultation services to Canadian tourism businesses
such as hotels, motels, city attractions and tourism centres.
Internationally, there is a growing interest in Canada as a
vacation destination for lesbian and gay tourists because of
the freedom LGBTQ citizens enjoy. The gay and lesbian tourist
market is a $600 billion consumer market worldwide with the
United States contributing $63.3 billion annually.
Unfortunately, Rod thinks Canada has not yet truly realized
its potential. “Businesses have the mentality of we need your
business, and they need to get rid of that mentality and take on
the mentality of we WANT your business...what do we need to do
to get you to come here?” Businesses have to promote the fact they
are gay-friendly, they have to promote Canada as a destination,
and they can certainly promote the same sex wedding aspect. In
the past, Rod recalls he has had travel agencies promoting travel
outside of Canada, yet only after he sold them on the LGBTQ
angle has he seen them promoting inbound tourists to Canada.
Sadly, he still encounters businesses that are completely
oblivious, to sometimes having outright ignorant attitudes
toward Queer travellers. According to Rod, he has called hotels
in some of the cities where he has done seminars and asked
the front desk about local gay businesses or events. A majority
of the cities he surveyed saw disheartening responses ranging
from I don’t know/I don’t care to Eww, gross! (this last response
coming from a front desk staffer at a 5-star hotel). Now chances
are “in person” you would get more customer-friendly responses.
Yet if you are a seasoned traveller and you’re calling ahead to
find out about a city that is unfamiliar to you, if a hotel gives you
ambivalent or negative responses, there are consequences, as
Rod tells us: “one, you’ve just lost my business, and two, I may
think twice before going to that city.”
The problem, as he sees it, is that relatively speaking,
Canadian society went from no rights for LGBTQ individuals to
full rights almost overnight. There has been no real education on
how a business should properly treat their Queer customers. Of
course hotels and other businesses will say they’re gay friendly
(in theory) but it’s how they are in practise which can win or lose
customers.
As well, these business and organizations may not know they
will be getting a good return on investment for being gay friendly.
For example, Rod told me some travel search engines list “LGBT
Friendly” as an amenity. So when searching, “I may pull up 200
hotels and I’ll click LGBT Friendly - all of those hotels but one
or two will be gone.” Those two have just cornered the market.
Furthermore, as soon as you acknowledge there are a different
group of people with different needs, people may be more inclined
to go to your business. By way of example, Rod says if he came
across two identical stores selling the same product at the same
price, he’s more inclined to shop at the one with the rainbow flag
in the window.
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Additionally, while acknowledgement is fine, people involved
in the tourism industry need to take it a step further and be
aware. If you’re sending out ads to an Asian country asking them
to come visit Canada, you’d probably have Asian people in the
ads. Therefore if you are catering to the GLBTQ traveller, besides
perhaps having the rainbow flag, you’d be smart to have gay or
lesbian couples in your advertising copy. “Having a family with
kids...and a Mom and Dad with grandparents...that is going to
do absolutely nothing for you.” While a LGBTQ Traveller may not
be specifically looking for a gay friendly hotel, they’ll recognize it
when they are at one.
However, some people may not want to be given special or
different treatment. In Rod’s personal opinion: “I understand that
we don’t want to be treated any differently, and I wholeheartedly
agree with that. But I personally feel that where we are right
now is that it actually does need to be separated before it can be
whole.” 20 years down the road we – hopefully – will be treated
as any other customer, but right now as this is a new stage in
our society, we may need businesses to understand LGBTQ
customers have different needs. “This has never been about
special treatment...it’s more about acknowledgement.”
Rod admits that any business does have the right to not
explicitly cater to the LGBTQ community. But a city or region’s
tourist board does not have that choice. These organizations
exist to promote the friendliness of the region to everyone,
including the Queer traveller. For this reason, Rod also reaches
out to municipal governments, local chambers of commerce and
tourism boards when he travels to cities doing his seminars.
He suggests these organizations should put a tab or page on
their website acknowledging the LGBTQ traveller. Unfortunately,
many tourism boards won’t do this because, as Rod puts it,
“they’re not comfortable doing that on their website because they
don’t know if their destination is LGBT friendly, and they don’t
want to have to worry about the gay and lesbian traveller and
their safety.”
Still, Rod calls them on it, as this is not something they would
do for straight visitors. People will do their own research about
the safety of the area. All he’s asking is these organizations
acknowledge the gay traveller.
Acknowledgement and respect is what he wants businesses
to give to LGBTQ clientele. Perhaps it’s not as topical as the
anti-bullying campaigns people are pushing in schools. It is still
important, though, at any age, and anywhere; especially in a
country where we have those rights, those freedoms. Tourists
and travellers are coming to Canada because we are gay-friendly.
It’s up to us to make sure we’re gay-welcoming.

Blue Flame Ventures
http://www.blueflameventures.ca
http://www.gaycalgary.com/a2659
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Calgary Outlink---------- Community Groups
Aids Calgary------------- Community Groups
Backlot------------------------ Bars and Clubs
Calgary Eagle Inc.------------ Bars and Clubs
Texas Lounge----------------- Bars and Clubs
Goliath’s-------------------------- Bathhouses

9
13
16
24
33
34

FAB---------------------------- Bars and Clubs
Westways Guest House---- Accommodations
Priape Calgary------------------ Retail Stores
Courtney Aarbo----------------------- Services
Twisted Element-------------- Bars and Clubs
Vertigo Mystery Theatre------------- Theatre

FIND OUT!

GayCalgary and Edmonton Magazine is the go-to source for
information about Alberta LGBT businesses and community
groups—the most extensive and accurate resource of its kind! This
print supplement contains a subset of active community groups
and venues, with premium business listings of paid advertisers.
......... Wheelchair Accessible

Spot something inaccurate or outdated? Want your business or
organization listed? We welcome you to contact us!

 403-543-6960		
 1-888-543-6960
 magazine@gaycalgary.com
http://www.gaycalgary.com/CalgaryTravelRss
http://www.gaycalgary.com/EdmontonTravelRss

Local Bars, Restaurants, and Accommodations info on the go!
http://www.gaycalgary.com/Directory

Browse our complete directory of over 600 gay-frieindly listings!
www.gaycalgary.com

One Yellow Rabbit-------------------- Theatre
ATP, Alberta Theatre Projects-------- Theatre
Pumphouse Theatre----------------- Theatre
La Fleur-------------------------- Retail Stores
Lisa Heinricks----------Theatre and Fine Arts
Marquee Room--------------- Bars and Clubs

CALGARY

LGBT Community Directory

✰....... Find our Magazine Here

35
36
37
41
43
55

Accommodations
13 Westways Guest House--------------------✰
 216 - 25th Avenue SW
 403-229-1758
 1-866-846-7038
 westways@shaw.ca
 www.gaywestways.com

Bars & Clubs
3 Backlot----------------------------------- ✰
 209 - 10th Ave SW
 403-265-5211
 Open 7 days a week, 2pm-close
4 Calgary Eagle Inc.----------------------- ✰
 424a - 8th Ave SE
 403-263-5847
 http://www.calgaryeagle.com
 Open Wed-Sun, 5pm-close
Leather/Denim/Fetish bar.

Club Paradiso

 1413 - 9th Ave SE, 2nd Floor
 403-265-5739
 www.clubparadiso.ca  tracy@villagecantina.ca
Fri: Garter Girls Burlesque. Sat: Carly’s Angels. Weekdays:
Magic, Comedy & Music.
60 Club Sapien------------------------------ ✰
 1140 10th Ave SW
 403-457-4464
 http://www.clubsapien.ca
Dance Club and Restaurant/Lounge.

58
60
61
62

Theatre Junction--------------------- Theatre
Club Sapien------------------- Bars and Clubs
Holidays on the Hill------------- Retail Stores
Concept Bar & Lounge------- Bars and Clubs

60 Concept Bar & Lounge---------------------✰
 908 17th Ave SW
 403-228-1006
 www.facebook.com/ConceptLounge
Premiere crossover lounge. Entrance on 16th Ave.
55 Marquee Room-----------------------------✰
 612 - 8th Avenue SW
 www.marqueeroom.com
Alternative night every Wednesday.
9 FAB--------------------------------------- ✰
 1742 - 10th Ave SW
 403-263-7411
 www.fab-bar.com
 Closed Mondays.
Bar and restaurant.
5 Texas Lounge-------------------------------✰
 308 - 17 Ave SW
 403-229-0911
 www.goliaths.ca
 Open 7 days a week, 11am-close
33 Twisted Element----------------------------✰
 1006 - 11th Ave SW
 403-802-0230
 www.twistedelement.ca
Dance Club and Lounge.

Bathhouses/Saunas
6 Goliaths-------------------------------------✰
 308 - 17 Ave SW
 403-229-0911
 www.goliaths.ca
 Open 7 days a week, 24 hours a day

Community Groups
2 AIDS Calgary---------------------------- ✰
 110, 1603 10th Avenue SW
 403-508-2500
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Swimming-------------------------------  6-7pm

Calgary Events
Mondays

By Different Strokes
 SAIT Pool (1301 - 16 Ave NW)

ASK Meet and Greet----------------  7-9:30pm

Lesbian Meetup Group-------------  7:30-9pm

Jun

 Bonasera (1204 Edmonton Tr. NE)

At 1 Calgary Outlink

Inside Out Youth Group----------------  7-9pm

Fake Mustache Show------------------  7:30pm

See 1 Calgary Outlink

Karaoke-------------------------------- Evening
At 60 Club Sapien

By Miscellaneous Youth Network
 Quincy’s (609 7th Ave SW)

Calgary Networking Club--------------  5-7pm
See 1 Calgary Outlink

 1st

Between Men---------------------------  7-9pm
See 1 Calgary Outlink

 2nd, 4th

Karaoke------------------------------  8pm-1am

 1st

Fake Mustache Show---------------------- 9pm
By Miscellaneous Youth Network
At 60 Club Sapien

Tuesdays

 1st

 3rd

Alcoholics Anonymous---------------------  8pm
 Hillhurst United Church (Gym Entrance)
		1227 Kensington Close NW

Curling-------------------------  2:20 & 4:30pm
See

Apollo Calgary

Alcoholics Anonymous---------------------  8pm
 Hillhurst United Church (Gym Entrance)
		1227 Kensington Close NW

 1st, 3rd

Go-Go Boy Competition--------------- Evening
At 60 Club Sapien

Deer Park United Church

Worship------------------------------  10:30am

Fridays

See

Scarboro United Church

Leather Night-------------------------- Evening

Sunday Services---------------------  10:45am

At 4 Calgary Eagle

Fetish Slosh----------------------------  Evening

Rec Volleyball------------------------------ 7pm

Worship Services-------------------------  11am

Alcoholics Anonymous---------------------  8pm

Illusions--------------------------------  7-10pm

Int/Comp Volleyball-----------  12:15-1:45pm

Womynspace----------------------------  7-9pm

BBQ Social Sundays----------------------- 2pm

New Directions--------------------------  7-9pm

Church Service----------------------------- 4pm

At 3 Backlot

 2nd

 Hillhurst United Church (Gym Entrance)
		1227 Kensington Close NW
Wednesdays
Knox United Church
AIDS Calgary

At 4 Calgary Eagle with

Prime Timers Calgary

LGBT Coffee Night---------------------------- 7pm
CAANS

 1st

 1st

 2nd
 3rd

See

Rainbow Community Church

At 9 FAB

 Hillhurst United Church (Gym Entrance)
		1227 Kensington Close NW

By Different Strokes
 SAIT Pool (1301 - 16 Ave NW)

Saturdays

Women’s Volleyball----------------  7-8:30pm

Coffee------------------------------------  10am
 3rd

At 4 Calgary Eagle

Swimming-------------------------------  6-7pm

Thursdays
 Kerby Center, Sunshine Room
		1133 7th Ave SW

Apollo Calgary

Alcoholics Anonymous---------------------  8pm

Running------------------------------------  9am

Lesbian Seniors---------------------------- 2pm

See

Knox United Church

FAB Dinners----------------------------  5-7pm

 4th

Mosaic Youth Group--------------------  7-9pm
 Old Y Centre (223 12th Ave SW)

See

Hillhurst United Church

Heading Out-----------------------  8pm-10pm
See 1 Calgary Outlink

Free Pool-------------------------------  All Day
See

See 1 Calgary Outlink

See 1 Calgary Outlink

Women’s Healing Circle---------------  1:30pm
See

Apollo Calgary

See 1 Calgary Outlink

Communion Service------------------  12:10pm
See

See

See

Apollo Calgary

By Prime Timers Calgary
 Midtown Co-op (1130 - 11th Ave SW)

See

Alberta Society for Kink

 403-398-9968
 albetasocietyforkink@hotmail.com
 http://ca.groups.yahoo.com/
		group.albertasocietyforkink

Apollo Calgary - Friends in Sports

 www.apollocalgary.com
 www.myapollo.com
A volunteer operated, non-profit organization serving
primarily members of the LGBT communities but open to all
members of all communities. Primary focus is to provide
members with well-organized and fun sporting events and
other activities.

• Western Cup 30

 www.westerncup.com
Easter long weekend, 2012.

• Badminton (Absolutely Smashing)

By Pride Calgary
 Old Y Centre (223 12th Ave SW)
Friday, January 20th

Jun

Friday, January 27th

Fucked Up Follies v4.1-------------------- 9pm
At 5 Texas Lounge

Winter White Party-------------------- Evening
By

Les Girls at 60 Club Sapien

Underwear Night-------------------------- 9pm
At 4 Calgary Eagle

Saturday, January 28th

Sleigh Ride--------------------------------- 1pm
By

ARGRA at Griffin Valley Ranch

Saturday, February 4th

Chinese New Year Celebration--------  6:30pm
By

Girlfriends

Saturday, February 25th

Mardi Gras 2012--------------------------- 7pm
By AIDS Calgary
 The Metropolitan Centre (333 4 Ave SE)

White Party-------------------------------- 8pm
By

ARGRA

Apollo Calgary

Free Pool-------------------------------  All Day
At 4 Calgary Eagle

Friday, January 13th

A Gothic Gala------------------------  10:30pm
By

ISCCA at 33 Twisted Element

Legend:  = Monthly Reoccurrance,  = Date (Range/Future),  = Sponsored Event

 Calgary Contd.
 info@aidscalgary.org
 www.aidscalgary.org

Community Meeting------------  6:30-9:30pm

At 4 Calgary Eagle

Worship Time----------------------------  10am

See

At 5 Texas Lounge

At 4 Calgary Eagle

80s Dance Party--------------------------- 9pm

Sundays
See

Kinky Carnival----------------------------- 9pm
Tuesday, January 17th

Tuned Out Music Trivia----------------  Evening
At 9 FAB

Saturday, January 14th

• Biking

 bike@apollocalgary.com

• Boot Camp

 Platoon FX, 1351 Aviation Park NE
 bootcamp@apollocalgary.com

• Bowling (Rainbow Riders League)
 Let’s Bowl (2916 5th Avenue NE)
 bowling@apollocalgary.com

• Curling

 North Hill Curling Club (1201 - 2 Street NW)
 curling@apollocalgary.com
Will return in September 2010. Sign up at myapollo.org
to receive updates.

• Golf

 golf@apollocalgary.com

• Lawn Bowling

 lawnbowling@apollocalgary.com

 6020 - 4 Avenue NE
 badminton@apollocalgary.com

• Outdoor Pursuits

 outdoorpursuits@apollocalgary.com
If it’s done outdoors, we do it. Volunteer led events all
summer and winter. Hiking, camping, biking, skiing, snow
shoeing, etc. Sign up at myapollo.org to get updates on
the sport you like. We’re always looking for people to
lead events.

• Running (Calgary Frontrunners)

 YMCA Eau Claire (4th St, 1st Ave SW)
 calgaryfrontrunners@shaw.ca
East Doors (directly off the Bow river pathway). Distances
vary from 8 km - 15 km. Runners from 6 minutes/mile to
9+ minute miles.

• Slow Pitch

• Volleyball (Recreational)
 235 - 18 Ave SW
 recvb@apollocalgary.com

• Volleyball (Women’s)

 YWCA Calgary (320 - 5th Avenue SE)
 vbwomen@apollocalgary.com

• Yoga

 World Tree Studio (812 Edmonton Trail NE)
 Robin: 403-618-9642
 yoga@apollocalgary.com
$120 (10 sessions); $14 Drop-ins open to all levels. Apollo
membership is required.

Alberta Rockies Gay Rodeo Association (ARGRA)

 slow.pitch@apollocalgary.com

 www.argra.org

• Squash

• Monthly Dances------------------------------

 Mount Royal University Recreation
 squash@apollocalgary.com
All skill levels welcome.

 Hillhurst-Sunnyside Community Association
		1320 - 5th Avenue NW

• Tennis

 403-346-8858 (Jenn/Jill)

• Volleyball (Beach)

 calgaryfathers@hotmail.com
 http://www.calgarygayfathers.ca
Peer support group for gay, bisexual and questioning
fathers. Meeting twice a month.

 tennis@apollocalgary.com

 beachvb@apollocalgary.com

• Volleyball (Int/Comp)

 West Hillhurst Community Center
		1940 6th Avenue NW
 vb@apollocalgary.com

CAANS LGBT Coffee Night
Calgary Gay Fathers

Calgary Men’s Chorus

 http://www.calgarymenschorus.org

• Rehearsals

 Temple B’Nai Tikvah, 900 - 47 Avenue SW
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Calgary Sexual Health Centre---------- ✰

 304, 301 14th Street NW
 403-283-5580
 http://www.calgarysexualhealth.ca
A pro-choice organization that believes all people have the
right and ability to make their own choices regarding their
sexual and reproductive health.

1 Calgary Outlink-----------------------------✰
 B1, 1528 16th Avenue SW
 403-234-8973
 info@calgaryoutlink.ca
 http://www.calgaryoutlink.com

• Peer Support and Crisis Line

 1-877-OUT-IS-OK (1-877-688-4765)
Front-line help service for GLBT individuals and their family
and friends, or anyone questioning their sexuality.

• Calgary Lesbian Ladies Meet up Group
• Between Men and Between Men Online
• Heading Out
• Illusions Calgary
• Inside Out
• New Directions
• Womynspace
Calgary Queer Book Club

 Weeds Cafe (1903 20 Ave NW)

Deer Park United Church/Wholeness Centre

 77 Deerpoint Road SE
 http://www.dpuc.ca

 403-278-8263

Different Strokes

 http://www.differentstrokescalgary.org

Don’t Buy In Project

 http://www.dontbuyin.ca
This Calgary Police Service Initiative aims to encourage
youth to working towards an inclusive environment in which
diversity is embraced in their schools and community.

FairyTales Presentation Society

 403-244-1956
 http://www.fairytalesfilmfest.com
Alberta Gay & Lesbian Film Festival.

• DVD Resource Library

Over a hundred titles to choose from. Annual membership
is $10.

Gay Friends in Calgary

 http://www.gayfriendsincalgary.ca
Organizes and hosts social activities catered to the LGBT
people and friends.

Girl Friends

 girlfriends@shaw.ca
 members.shaw.ca/girlfriends

Girlsgroove

 http://www.girlsgroove.ca

Hillhurst United Church

 1227 Kensington Close NW
 (403) 283-1539
 office@hillhurstunited.com
 www.hillhurstunited.com

HIV Peer Support Group

 403-230-5832
 hivpeergroup@yahoo.ca

Lesbian Meetup Group

 http://www.meetup.com/CalgaryLesbian
Monthly events planned for Queer women over 18+ such
as book clubs, games nights, movie nights, dinners out,
and volunteering events.

Miscellaneous Youth Network

 http://www.miscyouth.com

• Fake Mustache

 Quincy’s (609 7th Ave SW)
 Club Sapien (609 7th Ave SW)
Calgary’s ONLY Drag King Show. Early show 7:30pm,
late show 9pm.

• Mosaic Youth Group

 The Old Y Centre (223 12th Ave SW)
For queer and trans youth and their allies.

Mystique

 mystiquesocialclub@yahoo.com
Mystique is primarily a Lesbian group for women 30 and
up but all are welcome.

• Coffee Night

 Good Earth Cafe (1502 - 11th Street SW)

NETWORKS

 networkscalgary@gmail.com
A social, cultural, and service organization for the mature
minded and “Plus 40” LGBT individuals seeking to meet
others at age-appropriate activities within a positive, safe
environment.

Parents for Lesbians and Gays (PFLAG)

 Sean: 403-695-5791
 http://www.pflagcanada.ca
A registered charitable organization that provides
support, education and resources to parents, families and
individuals who have questions or concerns about sexual
orientation or gender identity.

Positive Space Committee

 4825 Mount Royal Gate SW
 403-440-6383
 http://www.mtroyal.ca/positivespace
Works to raise awareness and challenge the patterns of
silence that continue to marginalize LGBTTQ individuals.

Pride Calgary Planning Committee

 403-797-6564

 www.pridecalgary.ca

Pride Rainbow Project

 prp@planet-save.com
 http://www.priderainbowproject.com
Youth run project designed to show support for same-sex
marriage in Canada and elsewhere. A fabric rainbow
banner approximately 5 feet wide - goal is to make it
3.2km (2 miles) long, in order to break the world record.

Primetimers Calgary

 primetimerscalgary@gmail.com
 http://www.primetimerscalgary.com
Designed to foster social interaction for its members
through a variety of social, educational and recreational
activities. Open to all gay and bisexual men of any age,
respects whatever degree of anonymity that each member
desires.

Queers on Campus---------------------- ✰

 279R Student Union Club Spaces, U of C
 403-220-6394
 http://www.ucalgary.ca/~glass
Formerly GLASS - Gay/Lesbian Association of Students
and Staff.

ISCCA Social Association

• Coffee Night

Knox United Church

 http://www.safetyrainbow.ca
Mission: To raise awareness and understanding of same-sex
domestic violence and homophobic youth bullying.

 http://www.iscca.ca
Imperial Sovereign Court of the Chinook Arch. Charity
fundraising group..
 506 - 4th Street SW
 403-269-8382
 http://www.knoxunited.ab.ca
Knox United Church is an all-inclusive church located in
downtown Calgary. A variety of facility rentals are also
available for meetings, events and concerts.

• Worship Services

 10:30am in July and August.

www.gaycalgary.com

Services & Products

Sharp Foundation

 403-272-2912
 sharpfoundation@nucleus.com
 http://www.thesharpfoundation.com

Calgary Civil Marriage Centre

 403-246-4134
 ca.ca@shaw.ca
Marriage Commissioner for Alberta (aka Justice of the Peace
- JP), Marriage Officiant, Commissioner for Oaths.

Unity Bowling

 Let’s Bowl (2916 - 5th Ave NE)
 sundayunity@live.com

Urban Sex Radio Show

24 Courtney Aarbo (Barristers & Solicitors)
 1138 Kensington Road NW
 403-571-5120
 http://www.courtneyaarbo.ca
GLBT legal services.

Vigor Calgary

 403-777-9494 trial code 3500
 http://www.cruiseline.ca
Telephone classifieds and chat - 18+ ONLY.

 CJSW 90.9 FM
 http://www.cjsw.com
Focus on sexuality; gay bisexual lesbian trans gendered and
straight issues here in Calgary and around the web.
 403-255-7004
 www.vigorcalgary.ca
Violence in Gay Male Relationships (VIGOR) is a committee
of professionals dedicated to increasing the awareness of
gay men’s domestic violence and the services available
to them.

Wild Rose United Church

Cruiseline

DevaDave Salon & Boutique

 810 Edmonton Trail NE
 403-290-1973
Cuts, Colour, Hilights.

Duncan’s Residential Cleaning

 1317-1st Street NW

 Jim Duncan: 403-978-6600
Residential cleaning. Free estimates.

“Yeah...What She Said!” Radio Show

 CJSW 90.9 FM
 yeahwhatshesaid@gmail.com

Lorne Doucette (CIR Realtors)

 403-461-9195
 http://www.lornedoucette.com

Restaurants
4 Calgary Eagle Inc.---------------------		See Calgary - Bars and Clubs.

✰

60 Club Sapien------------------------------ ✰
 1140 10th Ave SW
 403-457-4464
 http://www.clubsapien.ca
9 FAB-------------------------------------		See Calgary - Bars and Clubs.

✰

Halo Steak, Seafood & Wine Bar

Marnie Campbell (Maxwell Realtors)

 403-479-8619
 http://www.marniecampbell.ca

MFM Communications

 403-543-6970
 1-877-543-6970
 http://www.mfmcommunications.com
Web site hosting and development. Computer hardware
and software.

MPs Catering

 Canyon Meadows Plaza
		13226 Macleod Trail SE
 403-271-4111
 www.halorestaurant.com

 403-607-8215

SafeWorks

Free and confidential HIV/AIDS and STI testing.

• Calgary Drop-in Centre

Retail Stores
Adult Depot-----------------------------

✰

 Room 117, 423 - 4th Ave SE
 403-699-8216
 Mon-Fri: 9am-12pm, Sat: 12:15pm-3:15pm

 140, 58th Ave SW
 403-258-2777
Gay, bi, straight video rentals and sex toys.

• Centre of Hope

61 Holidays on the Hill----------------------- 210 - 7th Ave SW
 403-263-3030
Christmas, Halloween, and much more.

• Sheldon M. Chumir Health Centre

41 La Fleur------------------------------------ 103 - 100 7th Avenue SW
 403-266-1707
Florist and Flower Shop.

The Naked Leaf----------------------------

 305 10th Street NW
 http://www.thenakedleaf.ca
Organic teas and tea ware.

 403-283-3555

16 Priape Calgary------------------------- ✰
 1322 - 17 Ave SW
 403-215-1800
 http://www.priape.com
Clothing and accessories. Adult toys, leather wear, movies
and magazines. Gifts.

 Room 201, 420 - 9th Ave SE
 403-410-1180
 Mon-Fri: 1pm-5pm
 1213 - 4th Str SW
 403-955-6014
 Sat-Thu: 4:15pm-7:45pm, Fri: Closed

• Safeworks Van

 403-850-3755
 Sat-Thu: 8pm-12am, Fri: 4pm-12am

Theatre & Fine Arts
36 ATP, Alberta Theatre Projects
 403-294-7402
 http://www.ATPlive.com

AXIS Contemporary Art--------------------

 107, 100 - 7 Ave SW
 rob@axisart.ca

 403-262-3356
 www.axisart.ca

Fairytales

		See Calgary - Community Groups.

 2nd Cup, Kensington

Safety Under the Rainbow

Scarboro United Church

 134 Scarboro Avenue SW
 403-244-1161
 www.scarborounited.ab.ca
An affirming congregation—the full inclusion of LGBT
people is essential to our mission and purpose.
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DOWNTOWN EDMONTON

3

5

11 6 12

N

4
14

3 HIV Network------------- Community Groups
4 Edmonton STD---------- Community Groups

5 The Junction------------------ Bars and Clubs
6 Buddy’s Nite Club------------ Bars and Clubs

11 Steamworks---------------------- Bathhouses
12 Woody’s----------------------- Bars and Clubs

14 FLASH------------------------- Bars and Clubs

 Calgary Contd.

EDMONTON

Jubilations Dinner Theatre

 Bow Trail and 37th St. SW
 403-249-7799
 www.jubilations.ca

Bathhouses/Saunas
7 Down Under Baths (temp. closed)
 *RELOCATING*
 780-482-7960
 http://www.gayedmonton.com

Bars & Clubs

43 Lisa Heinricks (Artist)--------------------- Art Central, 100 7th Ave SW, lower level
 http://www.creamydreamy.com

6 Buddy’s Nite Club--------------------------✰
 11725 Jasper Ave
 780-488-6636

35 One Yellow Rabbit------------------------- Big Secret Theatre - EPCOR CENTRE
 403-299-8888
 www.oyr.org

14 FLASH---------------------------------------✰
 10018 105 Street
 780-938-2941
 flashnightclub@hotmail.com

37 Pumphouse Theatre------------------ 2140 Pumphouse Avenue SW
 403-263-0079
 http://www.pumphousetheatres.ca

✰

5 The Junction---------------------------- ✰
 10242 106th St
 780-756-5667
 http://www.junctionedmonton.com

Stagewest-------------------------------

✰

58 Theatre Junction---------------------- Theatre Junction GRAND, 608 1st St. SW
 403-205-2922
 info@theatrejunction.com
http://www.theatrejunction.com

✰

 727 - 42 Avenue SE
 403-243-6642
 http://www.stagewestcalgary.com

34 Vertigo Mystery Theatre------------------ 161, 115 - 9 Ave SE
 403-221-3708
 http://www.vertigomysterytheatre.com

PLAY Nightclub (closed)-------------------✰

 10220 103 Street
 info@playnightclub.ca
 http://www.playnightclub.ca

 780-497-7529

Prism Bar & Grill (closed)-------------

 10524 101st St
 http://www.prismbar.ca

✰

 780-990-0038

12 Woody’s-------------------------------------✰
 11725 Jasper Ave
 780-488-6557

11 Steamworks--------------------------------✰
 11745 Jasper Ave
 780-451-5554
 http://www.steamworksedmonton.com

Community Groups
Alberta Bears

 www.beefbearbash.com

AltView Foundation

 #44, 48 Brentwood Blvd, Sherwood Park, AB
 403-398-9968
 info@altview.ca
 www.altview.ca
For gender variant and sexual minorities.

Book Worm’s Book Club

 Howard McBride Chapel of Chimes
		10179 - 108 Street
 bookworm@teamedmonton.ca

Buck Naked Boys Club

 780-471-6993
 http://www.bucknakedboys.ca
Naturism club for men—being social while everyone is
naked, and it does not include sexual activity. Participants do
not need to be gay, only male.

Camp fYrefly

 7-104 Dept. of Educational Policy Studies
		Faculty of Education, University of Alberta
		Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T6G 2G5
 http://www.fyrefly.ualberta.ca

Edmonton Pride Festival Society (EPFS)

 http://www.edmontonpride.ca
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Edmonton Prime Timers

 edmontonpt@yahoo.ca
 www.primetimersww.org/edmonton
Group of older gay men and their admirers who come from
diverse backgrounds but have common social interests.
Affiliated with Prime Timers World Wide.

Edmonton Rainbow Business Association

 3379, 11215 Jasper Ave
 780-429-5014
 http://www.edmontonrba.org
Primary focus is the provision of networking opportunities
for LGBT owned or operated and LGBT-friendly businesses
in the Edmonton region.

Edmonton Illusions Social Club

 5 The Junction
 780-387-3343
 groups.yahoo.com/group/edmonton_illusions
4 Edmonton STD
 11111 Jasper Ave

Edmonton Vocal Minority

 780-479-2038
 www.evmchoir.com

 sing@evmchoir.com

3 HIV Network Of Edmonton Society---- ✰
 9702 111 Ave NW
780-488-5742
 www.hivedmonton.com
Provides healthy sexuality education for Edmonton’s LGBT
community and support for those infected or affected
by HIV.

Imperial Sovereign Court of the Wild Rose

 http://www.iscwr.ca

GLBTQ Sage Bowling Club

 780-474-8240

 tuff@shaw.ca

Men’s Games Nights

 Unitarian Church (10804 119th Street)
 780-474-8240
 tuff@shaw.ca

www.gaycalgary.com

Directory
Martial Arts---------------------  7:30-8:30pm

Edmonton Events

See

Mondays

Boot Camp------------------------------  7-8pm
See

Team Edmonton

Martial Arts---------------------  7:30-8:30pm
Team Edmonton

GLBTQ Sage Bowling Club

Youth Sports/Recreation------------------ 4pm
See

Youth Understanding Youth

Youth Understanding Youth

Book Club------------------------------  7:30pm
BookWorm’s Book Club

 3rd

OUTreach

See

Monthly Meetings----------------------  2:30pm

Men’s Games Nights

 2nd, Last

 2nd

Youth Sports/Recreation------------------ 4pm
See

Youth Understanding Youth

 fred@pridecentreofedmonton.org
 jeff@pridecentreofedmonton.org
Group for ALL gay refugees and their friends and families,
from all around the world.

• GLBT Seniors Drop-In

 SAGE building, Classroom B
		15 Sir Winstone Churchill Square
 tuff@shaw.ca
A social and support group for seniors of all genders and
sexualities to talk, have tea and offer each other support.

• Men Talking with Pride

 TBA
 robwells780@hotmail.com
A social discussion group for gay, bisexual and
transgendered men to discuss current issues and to offer
support to each other.

• Men’s HIV Support Group

 TBA
 huges@shaw.ca
Support group for people living with HIV/AIDS.

• PFLAG

 TBA
 780-436-1998
 edmontonab@pflagcanada.ca
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays: A support
group for family members and friends of GLBT people. An
excellent resource for people whose family members and
friends have just come out.

• Prime Timers

See Edmonton Primetimers.

www.gaycalgary.com

Team Edmonton

 Unitarian Church (10804 119th Street)
See Edmonton Primetimers

 2nd

Friday, January 20th
By

Buck Naked Boys Club

 2nd

Monthly Meeting-----------------------  2:30pm
By Edmonton Primetimers
 Unitarian Church, 10804 - 119th Street

 2nd

ISCWR at 14 FLASH

Saturday, January 28th

Turnabout---------------------------------- 9pm
By

ISCWR at 5 The Junction

Bowling------------------------------------ 5pm
See

Team Edmonton

Legend:  = Monthly Reoccurrance,  = Date (Range),  = Sponsored Event

• Suit Up and Show Up: AA Big Book Study

• Blazin’ Bootcamp

• TTIQ

• Bowling (Northern Titans)

 TBA
Discussion and support group for those struggling with an
alcohol addiction or seeking support in staying sober.

• Womonspace Board Meeting

• GLBT African Group (Drop-In)

See

That Drag Thing--------------------------- 9pm

Saturdays

• Free School

Free STD testing for anyone interested. For more
information please contact the Pride Centre.

Team Edmonton

Edmonton Illusions--------------------  8:30pm

See

1 Pride Centre of Edmonton-------------- ✰
 *RELOCATING*
 780-488-3234
 admin@pridecentreofedmonton.org

• Get Tested for STIs

Team Edmonton

Yoga---------------------------------  2-3:30pm

 TBA
 admin@pridecentreofedmonton.org
TTIQ is mixed gender open support group addressing the
needs of transsexual and transgendered individuals.

 TBA
 monika\penner@shaw.ca
Free School provides workshops on a variety of topics
related to local activism.

See

Ballroom Dancing--------------  7:30-8:30pm

 Edmonton Contd.

 University of Alberta, basement of SUB
 outreach@ualberta.ca
 http://www.ualberta.ca/~outreach
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender/transsexual, Queer,
Questioning and Straight-but-not-Narrow student group.

Sundays

Running------------------------------  10-11am

Men’s Games Nights---------------  7-10:30pm

See

Youth Sports/Recreation------------------ 4pm
See

Team Edmonton

Naturalist Gettogether

Thursdays
See

See

At 5 The Junction

Wednesdays

GLBTQ Bowling------------------  1:30-3:30pm
See

Intermediate Volleyball--------  7:30-9:30pm
Fridays

Tuesdays
See

Team Edmonton

 TBA
 wspresident@hotmail.com
Womonspace is a Social and Recreational Society in
Edmonton run by volunteers. They provide opportunities
for lesbians to interact and support each other in a safe
environment, and to contribute to the broader community.

• Youth Movie

 Garneau Elementary School
		10925 - 87 Ave
 bootcamp@teamedmonton.ca
 Ed’s Rec Room (West Edmonton Mall)
 bowling@teamedmonton.ca
$15.00 per person.

• Cross Country Skiing

 crosscountry@teamedmonton.ca

• Curling with Pride

 Granite Curling Club, 8620 107 Street NW
 curling@teamedmonton.ca

• Cycling (Edmonton Prideriders)
 Various locations in Edmonton
 cycling@teamedmonton.ca

 TBA
 brendan@pridecentreofedmonton.org
Movie chosen by youth (aged 14 – 25), usually with LGBT
themes. Popcorn is served.

• Dragon Boat (Flaming Dragons)

• YouthSpace

 golf@teamedmonton.ca

 brendan@pridecentreofedmonton.org
A safe and supportive space for GLBTQ youth aged 13–25.
Video games, computers with internet, clothing bank,
and more.

Seniors Association of Greater Edmonton

 780-474-8240
 tuff@shaw.ca

Team Edmonton

 dragonboat@teamedmonton.ca

• Golf

• Gymnastics, Drop-in

 Ortona Gymnastics Club, 8755 - 50 Avenue
 gymnastics@teamedmonton.ca
Have the whole gym to yourselves and an instructor to
help you achieve your individual goals. Cost is $5.00
per session.

• Hockey

 hockey@teamedmonton.ca

 president@teamedmonton.ca
 http://www.teamedmonton.ca
Members are invited to attend and help determine the
board for the next term. If you are interested in running for
the board or getting involved in some of the committees,
please contact us.

 15450 - 105 Ave (daycare entrance)
 780-328-6414
 kungfu@teamedmonton.ca
 kickboxing@teamedmonton.ca
Drop-ins welcome.

• Badminton (Mixed)

• Outdoor Pursuits

 St. Thomas Moore School, 9610 165 Street
 coedbadminton@teamedmonton.ca
New group seeking male & female players.

• Badminton (Women’s)

 Oliver School, 10227 - 118 Street
 780-465-3620
 badminton@teamedmonton.ca
Women’s Drop-In Recreational Badminton. $40.00 season
or $5.00 per drop in.

•Ballroom Dancing

 Foot Notes Dance Studio, 9708-45 Avenue NW
 Cynthia: 780-469-3281

• Martial Arts

 outdoorpursuits@teamedmonton.ca

• Running (Arctic Frontrunners)

 Emily Murphy Park, west end
 running@teamedmonton.ca
All genders and levels of runners and walkers are invited to
join this free activity.

• Slo Pitch

 Parkallen Field, 111 st and 68 ave
 slo-pitch@teamedmonton.ca
Season fee is $30.00 per person. $10 discount for players
from the 2008 season.
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• Snowballs V

 January 27-29, 2012
 snowballs@teamedmonton.ca
Skiing and Snowboarding Weekend.

Robertson-Wesley United Church

• Friday Mixer

Theatre & Fine Arts

 10209 - 123 St. NW
 780-482-1587
 jravenscroft@rwuc.org
 www.rwuc.org
 Worship: Sunday mornings at 10:30am
People of all sexual orientations welcome. Other LGBT
events include a monthly book club and a bi-monthly film
night. As a caring spiritual community, we’d love to have
you join us!

 The Mix (green water tower)
		103 Mayor Magrath Dr S
 Every Friday at 10pm

 MacEwan Centre for Sport and Wellness
		109 St. and 104 Ave
 Wednesdays, 5:45-6:45pm
		Season has ended.
 spin@teamedmonton.ca
7 classes, $28.00 per registrant.

• Soul OUTing

• Movie Night

 Second Sunday every month, 7pm
An LGBT-focused alternative worship.

 Room C610, University of Lethbridge

• Film Night

 Betty, 403-381-5260
 bneil@chr.ab.ca
 Every second Wednesday, 3:30pm-5pm

• Swimming (Making Waves)

• Book Club

• Soccer

 soccer@teamedmonton.ca

• Spin

 NAIT Pool (11762 - 106 Street)
 swimming@teamedmonton.ca
 www.makingwavesswimclub.ca

• Tennis

 Kinsmen Sports Centre
 Sundays, 12pm-3pm
 tennis@teamedmonton.ca

• Ultimate Frisbee

 Sundays
		Summer Season starts July 12th
 ultimatefrisbee@teamedmonton.ca
E-mail if interested.

• Volleyball, Intermediate

 Amiskiwacy Academy (101 Airport Road)
 volleyball@teamedmonton.ca

• Volleyball, Recreational

 Mother Teresa School (9008 - 105 Ave)
 recvolleyball@teamedmonton.ca

• Women’s Lacrosse

 Sharon: 780-461-0017
 Pam: 780-436-7374
Open to women 21+, experienced or not, all are welcome.
Call for info.

• Yoga

 Lion's Breath Yoga Studio (10350-124 Street)
 yoga@teamedmonton.ca

Womonspace

 780-482-1794
 womonspace@gmail.com
 www.womonspace.ca
Women’s social group, but all welcome at events.

Youth Understanding Youth

 780-248-1971
 www.yuyedm.ca
A support and social group for queer youth 12-25.

• Sports and Recreation

 Brendan: 780-488-3234
 brendan@pridecentreofedmonton.org

Restaurants
5 The Junction------------------------------- 10242 106th St
 780-756-5667
12 Woody’s-------------------------------------✰
 11725 Jasper Ave
 780-488-6557

Retail Stores
Rodéo Drive

 11528 - 89th Street
 780-474-0413
 brendalee@rodeodrive.ca
 http://www.rodeodrive.ca
His and hers fetish wear, toys, jewelry, etc.

Products & Services
Cruiseline

 780-413-7122 trial code 3500
 http://www.cruiseline.ca
Telephone classifieds and chat - 18+ ONLY.
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 Bi-monthly, contact us for exact dates.
 Monthly, contact us for exact dates.

Theatre & Fine Arts
Exposure Festival

 http://www.exposurefestival.ca
Edmonton’s Queer Arts and Culture Festival.

The Roxy Theatre

 10708 124th Street, Edmonton AB
 780-453-2440
 www.theatrenetwork.ca

BANFF/CANMORE
Community Groups
Mountain Pride

 BOX 4892, BANFF, AB, T1L 1G1
 Brian, 403-431-2569
 1-800-958-9632
 members@gaybanff.com
 www.gaybanff.com
Serving the GLBTQS community in Banff, Canmore, Lake
Louise and Area.

GRANDE PRAIRIE
Community Groups
GALAP

 10113 - 103 Ave, T8V 1C2
 780-512-1990
Gay and Lesbian Association of the Peace.
• Wednesday Coffee Nights

LETHBRIDGE
Community Groups

Alberta Ballet

Gay & Lesbian Integrity Assoc. (GALIA)

 University of Lethbridge
GBLTTQQ club on campus.

 galia@uleth.ca

Gay Youth Alliance Group

Lethbridge HIV Connection

 1206 - 6 Ave S

PFLAG Canada

 1-888-530-6777
 lethbridgeab@pflagcanada.ca
 www.pflagcanada.ca

Pride Lethbridge

 lethbridgepridefest@gmail.com

RED DEER
Community Groups
Affirm

 Sunnybrook United Church
 403-347-6073
 2nd Tuesday of the month, 7pm
Composed of LGBTQ people, their friends, family and
allies. No religious affiliation necessary. Activities include
support, faith and social justice discussions, film nights,
and potlucks!

ALBERTA
Community Groups

 http://www.albertaballet.com
Frequent productions in Calgary and Edmonton.

CANADA
Community Groups
Alberta Trans Support/Activities Group

 http://www.albertatrans.org
A nexus for transgendered persons, regardless of where they
may be on the continuum.

Canadian Rainbow Health Coalition

 P..O. Box 3043, Saskatoon, SK, S7K 3S9
 (306) 955-5135
 1-800-955-5129
 http://www.rainbowhealth.ca

Egale Canada

 8 Wellington St E, Third Floor
		Toronto, Ontario, M5E 1C5
 1-888-204-7777
 www.egale.ca
Egale Canada is the national advocacy and lobby
organization for gay men, lesbians, bisexuals, transidentified people and our families.

Products & Services
Squirt

 http://www.squirt.org
Website for dating and hook-ups. 18+ ONLY!

Theatre & Fine Arts
Broadway Across Canada

 http://www.broadwayacrosscanada.ca

OUTtv

 http://www.outtv.ca
GLBT Television Station.

Central Alberta AIDS Network Society

 4611-50 Avenue, Red Deer, AB
 http://www.caans.org
The Central Alberta AIDS Network Society is the local
charity responsible for HIV prevention and support in
Central Alberta.

Western Canadian Pride Campout

 www.eventmasterinc.net

YouthSafe

 http://www.youthsafe.net
Alberta’s website for youth with sex-and-gender differences.
Youthsafe.net lists the resources, information and services
to help youth find safe and caring spaces in Alberta.

GALA/LA

 403-308-2893
 http://www.galalethbridge.ca
Gay and Lesbian Alliance of Lethbridge and Area.

• Monthly Dances

 Henotic (402 - 2 Ave S)
Bring your membership card and photo ID.

• Monthly Potluck Dinners

 McKillop United Church, 2329 - 15 Ave S
GALA/LA will provide the turkey...you bring the rest. Please
bring a dish to share that will serve 4-6 people, and your
own beverage.

• Support Line

 403-308-2893
 Monday OR Wednesday, 7pm-11pm
Leave a message any other time.
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Event

Winter, White, and Women

Les Girls announces next event at new location
By Dallas Barnes

The New Year is already shaping up to be a fantastic
one for the lady-loving-lady folk of Calgary! The
fabulous and reputable Ladies Night planners of
Cowtown, Les Girls are again showing ladies how
it is done and doing it in an all new location! Club
Sapien will play host to Les Girls’ fourth event,
slated for Friday, January 27th.
In my opinion, Les Girls is one of the hottest things
to happen to lesbians in Calgary (and other parts
province-wide) in recent times. Advertised on their
Facebook page as “a ladies night, created by ladies, for
ladies and people who love them,” the three-lady team
that organizes the events have definitely proven their
worth within our sometimes fickle lesbian community.
Each event has played to a sold out crowd, and the
buzz for this next event is extreme.
Amanda Priolo, one facet of the Les Girls triad, is
excited about the January event and reflects on how
Les Girls came to be. “Over a year ago a couple of
friends and I had been trying to organize a ladies night.
We approached Twisted and they were enthusiastic
to give us a try. The initial idea was that we wanted
to do a party for girls by girls as well as include the
community and represent the female population within
it. There is little in Calgary for lesbians exclusively.
We also wanted to be able to give back to women’s
charities in Calgary.”
Change is always a good thing however, and Les Girls
is no stranger to this. The last three events were held
at Twisted Element. This will be the first event done
in conjunction with Club Sapien, and hopes are high
it will be a partnership that stands the test of time.
“Club Sapien has been great with our concept. The
time we had with Twisted was fabulous and definitely
a good learning experience. Each of the three events
we had there had a sold-out attendance of about 700
people.”
She adds about Club Sapien, “We have more control
at our new location, and we are happy to support Club
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Sapien. We can hire who we want to perform, and we
have more control of our own event.”
On top of the excitement over the new location, there
is so much more to look forward to. The theme (there
is one for every event) is a “Winter White Party.” The
décor will reflect this theme, and there will be a black
light ambience showing off the glow of all things white.
“White [clothing] is not a requirement,” adds Priolo,
but you may want to blend in with the super-hot go-go
girls decked out in white lace.
For past events, Les Girls has brought in DJ’s from
across the country, and this time will be no different.
The DJ, for now, is a surprise, but they bet you won’t
be disappointed. Past DJ’s have included lesbian
favourites DJ Lisa DeLux and DJ Riot from Vancouver.
“We like to do things a little different,” says Priolo.
“We want our guests to get what they are paying for. We
like to keep it pretty simple, but we also want it to be
fun. There will be go-go dancers, a dinner, burlesque
dancers, and a performance by Fake Mustache as
well.” Be sure to check out the drink specials, and the
extra speakers that will be brought in to enhance the
sound even further.
The best way to keep up-to-date with the details of
this next event is to join the Les Girls Facebook page;
you’ll receive regular updates leading up to the event
date. There is also room for input from you, Priolo
states. “We encourage ideas and we want you to be
involved in our events. Feel free to contact me on the
Les Girls Facebook page with any ideas! All input from
our guests makes our events better!”

Les Girls presents Winter White Party
Friday, January 27, 2012
Club Sapien (1140 10th Ave SW)
http://www.gaycalgary.com/a2661
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Review

The Family Affair – an Interview & Review
By Evan Kayne
The Family Affair, a book by Calgarian James Gainer,
tells the story of Jack Perry, an attractive and successful
30-something television producer living on the coast of
California. His perfect world is severely shaken when, a
year prior to the start of the novel, he loses his long-time
partner.
Steeped in grief and moving through the world on autopilot,
Jack’s life is then upended when his sister’s stepson Rick comes
to stay at his house. Rick, an attractive man in his early 20s,
ignites passion in Jack, and while they both consummate the
(what some would call taboo) affair, it sets in motion a series of
events which forces Jack to work through his grief. Ultimately,
it makes him consider changing the status quo.
While author James Gainer didn’t live permanently in
California, he travelled frequently in his previous career
working for Shiseido cosmetics and he spent about 4 months
of the year in Pasadena, just north of Los Angeles. While living
in the area may have helped inspire him, the novel practically
came to him overnight.
“It just came to me one day – almost like a movie,” he told
GayCalgary and Edmonton Magazine. “...One day it just showed
up from start to finish. I could tell you the whole story and I
just had to get it down on paper.” Doing this became the main
struggle, as he had to turn this movie-in-his-head into a novel
on the page.
While it is considered a gay romance novel, it doesn’t have
a standard ending. Jack overcomes his grief, but a traditional
romance ending was “never in the cards,” James said. He knew
it was a romance but he saw the story more as “one man’s
struggle to heal himself...” In the end Rick serves a purpose
beyond that of a love interest – he’s instead more of a catalyst
for change in Jack’s life.
The character of Rick was also something different from what
you’d expect. His sexuality is never fully nailed down. “That was
very much deliberate...that generation, it is a little more fluid.
I thought that was an important part of his character,” James
said. We both discussed how in real life you are seeing a lot of
the younger generation – especially males – refusing to label
their sexual orientation.
James actually finished the novel in 2008 but it took about a
year to find a publisher, with the hardcover edition of the book
being published in 2010.
Since then, he tells us, “the
numbers have been good. It
debuted strong...it’s pretty
much stayed on the top
100 list of Gay and Lesbian
literature on Amazon.”
The e-format of the novel
was made available for
download just a few months
ago,
but
unfortunately
James didn’t have any
statistics available at the
moment, beyond telling us
it seems to be selling well.
However, anything to do
with traditional print media
right now is still suffering.
James confirmed this: “what
I’m finding in the publishing
world...nothing moves very
quickly...until you actually
get your name out there
www.gaycalgary.com

really strongly, it’s not something you can make your full living
off of.”
As for any future work from James, on occasion he writes
for Synchronicity magazine. More importantly, he has been
working on a second novel, which is currently about 3/4 done.
“It’s a murder mystery...main character again is a gay man,
but there’s no real romance story involved in this one.” He is
finding it a bit of a challenge, because with The Family Affair, he
was writing dialogue for essentially two main characters, while
his new novel has about eight primary characters.
Hopefully he completes it soon and publishes a strong second
novel. As the first novel in James’ literary career, The Family
Affair is an enjoyable read. Like any first novel, there is some
room for improvement, yet it’s an entertaining story. We hope
any future novels James writes will build on this success.

The Family Affair by James Gainer
Available through Amazon.ca (hard copy) or
for download from iTunes.
http://www.gaycalgary.com/a2662
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Trans-Identity

2011: The Year for Trans Canadians
By Mercedes Allen
Well, ‘tis the season of year-end recaps and transspecific issues in Canada aren’t usually focused on... or
at least not deliberately. So although my own list will
probably be biased based on my location and individual
privileges, here’s my attempt to compile one such list.
Here were some highlights and lowlights affecting trans
Canadians in 2011:
Parliament passed a bill to extend human rights to transgender and transsexual Canadians -- but it died in the Senate when an election was called.
On February 10th, 2011, Bill C-389, An Act to Amend the Canadian
Human Rights Act and Criminal Code (gender identity and gender
expression) passed at Third Reading, on a vote of 143 for to 135
against. That vote plus the Second Reading vote on the same bill in
June 2010 are the only times trans issues have been voted on by the
federal government, and both were victories, so this was historic. The
bill proposed to add gender identity and gender expression to the list of
protected clauses in the Canada Human Rights Act and the hate crimes
provisions of the Criminal Code of Canada.
However, the bill was still awaiting ratification by the Senate when the
election call was made in March, so it died before being enacted into law.
The Member of Parliament who had introduced the bill, Bill Siksay,
retired at the end of the last session. The NDP’s new LGBT issues critic,
Randall Garrison, and Liberal MP Hedy Fry have reintroduced the bill,
and C-279 - baring the same title as its predecessor - is expected to come
up for Second Reading and either discussion or motion to committee
as soon as February of 2012. Even though the majority government
is perceived as LGBT-negative, this bill actually can be passed, but
will require the effort of as many trans people and allies as possible
- as discussed in the November issue of GayCalgary and Edmonton
Magazine. [1]

The “gay rights versus religious freedom” meme came to
the forefront.
In 2011, commentary on LGBT rights and issues resulted in a
solid year of editorials and debates about a perceived conflict between
LGBT rights and religious freedom. This happened variously during
the passage of the trans rights bill, the many fights that emerged in
Canadian education (more on that in a moment), and at several other
points throughout the year. The meme went almost unquestioned, even
though it is a false equivalence; unless, of course, one can manufacture
a perfectly reasonable argument to suggest that the “ordinary everyday
right” of people to wield their faith in a way that harangues, excludes

and marginalizes an entire class of people just because of who they are
should trump the “special right” of that class to be able to work, live,
access services and participate in society with the same freedom as any
other human being.
Interestingly, this conflict was also sort of addressed on a legal level
when BC Supreme Court Chief Justice Robert Bauman ruled against
two Mormon leaders in Bountiful, BC in an ongoing prosecution for
polygamy. While not directly affecting LGBT people, the ruling found
that Canadian laws limiting religious freedom can be upheld if it is felt by
the court that the harms in question outweigh that freedom. In fact, the
ruling broadens the ways in which the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms can be limited overall, which (although concerning) provides
stronger certainty of human rights inclusion being a meaningful thing.
This also reflected an emerging trend in which anti-LGBT memes that
had been mostly imported into Canada were perfected here and then
exported to the US, when Catholic clergy met in New York, adopting and
publicly parroting (almost verbatim) arguments originally made during
this debate in Canada.

Don’t confuse the man with Doctor Identity Disorder:
transphobia used to defend bullying and oppose LGBT
initiatives in schools
In 2011, LGBT issues spilled over into schools when school boards
began to propose anti-bullying policies that were inclusive of lesbian,
gay, bisexual, transsexual, transgender and questioning students. Antibullying policies were proposed across Canada, including one passed by
the Edmonton Public School Board (EPSB) in Alberta. One such fight
in Burnaby resulted in the formation of an anti-gay-masqueradingas-parental-rights party which ran candidates in local school trustee
elections - all of whom lost spectacularly.
A second front in the education battle opened up when Catholic school
boards attempted to ban students from forming Gay-Straight Alliances
(GSAs) in their schools. The Toronto District School Board then also
took some LGBT-inclusive steps with their proposed curriculum in
Ontario, and the latter was distorted and misrepresented in order to stir
up opposition to all three kinds of education initiatives.
The focus on bullying was intensified by a wave of suicides of LGBT
youth in the US and Canada, including one teen who had previously
contributed to the “It Gets Better” project, and another who was the
son of an Ottawa city councillor. Rick Mercer came out on his program
during a rant following the suicide of Ottawa teen Jamie Hubley, and
urged LGBT people to do the same in support of their communities’
youth to improve visibility and familiarity.
For every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction. Enter
the man with the bogus doctorate, Charles McVety, who exploited
trans people in order to try to achieve maximum shock value for the
purpose of opposing these education initiatives. McVety runs Canada
Christian College, has the televangelist program Word.ca (which was
recently reprimanded by the Canadian Broadcast Standards Council for
deliberate distortions and then was voluntarily dropped by the Christian
network, CTS), runs a pseudo-news website at canadiantimes.ca, and
has started a theocratic “think tank” named the Institute for Canadian
Values (ICV). Under the banner of ICV, McVety launched a “Don’t
Confuse Me” ad which immediately erupted into controversy. The ad
read, “Please! Don’t Confuse Me. I’m a girl. Don’t teach me to question
if I’m a boy, transexual [sic], transgendered [sic], intersexed or two
spirited…” as if diversity and anti-bullying education might somehow
cause gender confusion for kids who aren’t trans. McVety constantly
failed to make a distinction between the three education initiatives until
he was actively debating LGBT people, at which point he would attack
his opponents for not making a distinction, so that he could sound
authoritative.
McVety also previously used washroom panic and an attempted
conflation between trans people and sexual predators to oppose
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trans human rights and Bill C-389.
He spun the still-active
stopcorruptingchildren.ca website and campaign to further this
perception, and to continue his transphobic agenda as a fundraising
scare tactic. Lately, he’s been ranting about “six genders,” which could
be derived from the US anti-gay website OneNewsNow, which had at one
point mis-heard and misunderstood the word “cisgender” (which means
“not transgender”).
Almost immediately after they published McVety’s “Don’t Confuse Me”
ad, the National Post apologized for running it, and refused to run it
again. Publisher Douglas Kelly acknowledged that the ad “exceeded the
bounds of civil discourse… in its tone and manipulative use of a picture
of a young girl; in the suggestion that such teaching ‘corrupts’ children,
with everything that such a charge implies; and in its singling out of
groups of people with whose sexuality the group disagrees.” The Toronto
Sun then deliberately ran the ad for several days without scrutiny,
challenge, qualification or contrary position, and claimed that they were
doing so to champion freedom of speech. Their sister network, SunTV,
ran a video version of the ad in heavy rotation for three full weeks in
October.
Ontario Conservative party candidates followed McVety’s lead, using
many of the same distortions and misrepresentations of the proposed
curriculum to try to frighten voters during the Ontario provincial
election. Conservative party leader Tim Hudak was largely indifferent
to complaints about the tactic. A number of people, including the
chair of the Toronto District School Board (TDSB) and the Cliks’ lead
singer Lucas Silveira, have filed complaints and/or are considering legal
actions related to the Ontario PC flyers and McVety ads.
Deceptive tactics to oppose anti-bullying initiatives and other
education strides have also been used by other anti-gay and anti-trans
activists, including the use of a brochure by the American College of
Pediatricians entitled “Facts About Youth.” Despite its official-sounding
name, the ACP is a non-authoritative body that screens its membership
according to far-right views on abortion and homosexuality, and is
therefore not representative of pediatricians in general. It was founded by
ex-gay therapists, including Joseph Nicolosi of NARTH and the infamous
George “carry my bags, dear rentboy” Rekers. The American Academy of
Pediatricians is the accepted authority, and has publicly responded in
emphatic opposition to the ACP publication.

The year the LGB and T came together in Canada.
While this has probably been more of an evolution than a revolution,
gay and lesbian communities and trans groups have had a historically
turbulent history in Canada. Although a number of local groups have
tried to be inclusive for years, 2011 seems to me to be the year that we
grew together as allied movements.
Ironically, Charles McVety’s transphobic ads and their use to oppose
anti-homophobic education probably earns a notable share of the credit
for drawing trans and L/G communities together, although the activism
surrounding Bill C-389 contributed greatly, as well. Regardless of
whether we are willing to stand together as allies, it is clear that our
mutual opponents are more than willing to conflate our communities
and use any tactic possible to oppose the whole.

pursuing tabloid-style, FOX News-inspired spin. Commentator Brian
Lilley draws subjects and op-eds almost entirely from Campaign Life
Coalition’s LifeSiteNews (sometimes parroting LSN’s errors, such as the
“infant sex changes in India” story that proved to be a distortion), while
Ezra Levant has used his platform to attack human rights institutions
on an almost nightly basis in what he admits is a crusade to see them
abolished. Levant routinely uses any and all instances of human rights
inclusion of transsexual and transgender people to portray human
rights commissions as extreme, irrational and redundant. Charles Adler
and Michael Coren have shown more admirable attempts at empathy,
but have stumbled at times with negative moments as well - with Adler
claiming that the mere mention of the Transgender Day of Remembrance
on a calendar which serves as a teachers’ aid somehow confuses and
corrupts children; Coren amply airing regretter Walt Heyer’s story
without making note of the fact that Heyer admits to circumventing
his psychiatric screening and that he has an unrelated mental health
condition. SunTV was also the only television station to air Charles
McVety’s transphobic “Don’t Confuse Me” ads.
After an Xtra editor’s publication of a trans woman’s previous name
on his Facebook page sparked a controversy, people responded both
publicly and behind the scenes to educate that paper’s administration
on how former names are used to invalidate and disrespect trans people.
Responses to the controversy were mixed, but the LGBT publication has
since vowed to improve their coverage and knowledge of trans issues.
The Transgender Day of Remembrance became a publiclyacknowledged event, with the transgender flag flown at Ottawa’s city
hall for the second consecutive year. Coverage was underscored by news
reporting about the murder of Shelby Tom - whose killer successfully
used the panic defense to minimize his sentence - and other victims
Cassandra Do, Rose Osborne and Divas Boulanger. Through this and
other coverage, it was increasingly recognized how intersections of
prejudice - such as being trans plus engaging in sex work - can increase
risk exponentially... and that achieving trans rights is part of a larger
picture of enfranchising all Canadians. The #Occupy movement also
drew trans people into networking with many other communities in
cities throughout Canada, and recognizing other mutual areas in which
needs overlap.

Other happenings in Canada in 2011
At the end of 2010, the Harper Conservatives ordered Corrections
Canada to immediately stop funding trans-related health processes,
despite a 2003 federal court ruling against the government that found
procedures like Genital Reassignment Surgery (GRS) to be medically
necessary. In the case of the correctional system, GRS is often used to
determine whether an inmate is housed with women or with men, and
the unavailability of the procedure can mean that transsexual women
are either housed with men and left subject to targeting for rape and
violence, or else housed in solitary confinement for long periods or even
their entire sentence - something that is recognized as cruel and unusual
punishment by international rights bodies like Amnesty International.
This policy was implemented in 2011 and left largely unchallenged and
unpublicized.

There were also other shared issues.
A study from the Stanford University School of Medicine published
in the Journal of American Medical Association found that many North
American institutions, including 11 Canadian medical schools, vastly
under-include LGBT health issues, accruing an average of five hours
instruction time in total through their entire curriculum. 70 percent
of respondents characterized this coverage - which includes training on
HIV and STIs, accommodation and disclosure issues, plus the entire
transition process related to gender identity - as “fair”, “poor” or “very
poor.” Approximately a quarter of respondents said the distinction
between sexual orientation and gender identity either wasn’t taught at
all, or else couldn’t remember if it was mentioned.

Continued on Next Page 

Ivan Coyote’s “Dear Lady in the Women’s Washroom” [2] was published
and received wide response - in a year of potty panic tactics it has to be
one of the year’s best articles.
SunTV launched, giving a platform to transphobic and (albeit less
overtly) homophobic commentators, who proceeded to usher in a new
era of anti-inclusion spin and attacks on Canada’s human rights
institutions. SunTV is an offshoot of Sun Media, which publishes
several newspapers across Canada, but exceeds those papers in
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After Canada’s citizenship guide for new immigrants was deliberately
stripped of any and all mention of LGBT rights, mention of LGB people
was restored in the Spring edition of the guide. Trans people are still not
explicitly included in Canadian human rights law (see above).

identified person in Canada to run for office), Susan Gapka and Jamie
Lee Hamilton. Micheline Montruiel previously earned the Federal NDP
nomination in Quebec but was later ejected in an incident that resulted
in a human rights complaint.

Calgary’s AMP Radio, 90.3 FM ran a controversial “Breast Summer
Ever” contest in which the prize was breast augmentation. Listeners,
remembering the delisting of GRS funding in Alberta in 2009, voted
overwhelmingly for Avery Mitchell, a transsexual woman.

A number of Conservative MPs contributed to an “It Gets Better”
video, albeit with a mixed and sometimes icy reception by Canadians.
The Department of Foreign Affairs went a bit further, though, taking
some initiative without prodding to oppose an anti-same-sex marriage
bill in Nigeria that would further criminalize homosexuality, and urging
Commonwealth nations to end human rights abuses against LGBT
people.

A Toronto couple publicized their decision to leave their third child’s
gender unspecified and ambiguous. The infant, named Storm, became
the focus of exactly that, causing the parents to remove themselves from
the public spotlight. Trans youth also emerged in the public spotlight
throughout Canada and much of Western nations as mainstream media
began profiling them more often.
The NorthWest Territories’ Finance Minister, Michael Miltenberger,
tried to evict trans student Gabrielle Landrie from Aurora College
facilities, claiming that she “spooked” Canada’s new Governor General,
David Johnston. Landrie has filed a human rights complaint against
Miltenberger. While the Governor General’s office acknowledges that
Johnston’s route was changed, they’ve said that this was due to time
constraints. The Governor General’s office and Miltenberger have
declined to answer additional questions.
The owner of Trail’s End Farmers Market in London, Ontario,
Ed Kikkert, demanded that one of the market’s vendors fire a trans
employee. Karen Clarke, the owner of True 2 You, chose to move her
business elsewhere instead. The employee has filed a human rights
complaint against Kikkert.
A trans woman in Winnipeg launched a lawsuit against Winnipeg
city police after mistreatment that included injuries and humiliation
during an arrest and detention after she was mistaken for a breakand-enter suspect. In a separate instance, a Winnipeg judge ruled that
the harassment and abuse that another trans woman faced during her
incarceration while awaiting trial for manslaughter could be considered
a factor in determining her sentence.
Changes to Canada’s immigration policies made it more difficult for
trans people to immigrate to the country, at the same time that the
Harper Conservatives encouraged LGBT organizations to get involved
with the process and promised to assist LGBT immigrants. Amidst the
mixed messaging, LGBT refugees are finding their position increasingly
perilous. A procedural lapse and subsequent refusals to hear an appeal
also enabled the Canadian government to deport Tanya Bloomfield, a
community advocate and established businesswoman in Nova Scotia.
When Elle Noir was shot in the arm during an attack that local police
acknowledged as clearly targeted because she’s trans, it illuminated a
serious failure in Canada’s hate crimes law which requires third-party
incitement in order to qualify as a hate crime.
Trans Nova Scotians launched a campaign to oppose a new bill that
would require fingerprinting in order to be able to obtain a name change,
saying that the procedure is discriminatory and a presumption of guilt.
Fingerprinting is already a part of the name change process in many
provinces, including Alberta, and applied to all name change applicants.
Also garnering concern is the publication of name changes, as many
provinces have started to archive these publications online. Some
provinces have a procedure to avoid publication of name changes, but
this procedure is often not relayed to applicants, and has sometimes
failed. In Alberta, publication of name changes came under scrutiny
after a couple of incidents in which abuse victims had changed their
names but were found by ex-spouses through the Alberta Gazette, even
though the name changes were not supposed to have been published.
Christin Milloy became the first known trans candidate to complete a
campaign for public office in Federal or Provincial politics. Trans people
have previously participated in elections at the civic level, including
Toronto and Vancouver candidates Enza Anderson (the first trans-

The Canadian Border Security Administration released a copy of its
protocol on search procedures for transsexual and transgender travelers.
With issues resulting from full-body scanners, trans people have been
increasingly opting for a private search, and are now able to choose
whether male or female officers search them, or opt for a split search.
Sun Media and Macleans magazine both seized upon this months later
as a “breaking” scoop, even though similar policies have existed in police
departments across the country (with the notable exception of the RCMP)
since a 2006 ruling by the Human Rights Tribunal against the Peel
Regional Police Department. Sun Media in particular used undermining
language: “special rules,” “just feels neither fully male nor fully female,”
“individuals can choose,” etc. which seems harmless and is technically
accurate, but also implies that transition and transgender identity are
whimsy. They also focused on the split search, which from the way it was
presented, sounded expensive and easily exploited by criminals - and
thus we get an inference that transsexualism is deliberate deception for
nefarious purposes.

Events beyond our borders that affect trans people
The US and the UN both spoke up for LGBT Rights, with an historic
resolution calling for an end to human rights violations against trans
and LGBT people, plus an unforgettable speech to the United Nations
general assembly by Secretary of State Hillary Clinton.
The National Gay and Lesbian Task Force published the groundbreaking
National Transgender Discrimination Survey, drawing from nearly 6,500
respondents, reporting discrimination in every area of life. The report,
entitled “Injustice at Every Turn: A Report of the National Transgender
Discrimination Survey” provides a new statistical benchmark for issues
in which data remains relatively rare. One of the few bodies collecting
Canadian-related data, Trans PULSE, also continued to publish a
number of smaller studies, including one that showed an estimated 20
per cent of trans Ontarians are either unemployed or on disability, and
only one-third are working full-time.
In September, the World Professional Association for Transgender
Health (WPATH) released their new Standards of Care, which are
considered the model for medical professionals’ treatment of trans
and often specifically transsexual patients. The new edition features a
number of considerable improvements, including recognition that gender
nonconformity is not a disorder and repudiation of reparative therapies
such as those practiced by Dr. Kenneth Zucker in Toronto. WPATH
also affirmed that transition-related treatments should be covered by
insurance, echoing the American Medical Association’s recent statement.
And last but not least, Chaz Bono continued to provide increased
visibility and media attention for trans people, appearing on Dancing
With The Stars and in a second documentary.
2011 proved to be an active year in trans issues in Canada - perhaps
like never before. 2012 looks poised to be even more volatile.

References:
1. http://gaycalgary.com/a2563
2. http://gaycalgary.com/u331
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Books

Book Marks
Top 10 from 2011

By Richard Labonte
Bests are subjective, and Top 10s are limiting, but these
are the books that stuck with me most in 2011.
Some are examples of formal queer fiction or standard homo
memoir/autobiography forms, several take a more daring – or
daunting – approach to the art of literature; and, auguring
well for the future, five of the 10 fiction titles are debuts. In
fact, it was a good year for gay (male) debut fiction: among
my other favorites are Mitko, by Garth Greenwell; Dirty One,
by Michael Graves; We the Animals, by Justin Torres; Chulito,
by Charles Rice-González; Songs for the New Depression, by
Kergan Edwards-Stout; Quarantine, by Rahul Mehta; Moffie, by
André Carl van Der Merwe; and My Brother and His Brother,
by Hakan Lindquist – not, technically, a debut, though it’s his
first novel in English translation. Kudos, too, to two novels by
women: Jodi Picoult’s formulaic but formidable Sing You Home,
in which the desire of two middle-aged lesbians to have a child
collides head-on with Christian hatred; and Rebecca Makkai’s
daring and compassionate The Borrower (another debut), in
which a young woman librarian befriends (well, kidnaps, in a
good way) Ian, a precocious 10-year-old booklover and boundto-be queer, when his parents try to de-gay him.

men afraid of their desires. Leland’s supple prose marks him as
a short story virtuoso.
The Marbled Swarm, by Dennis Cooper, Harper Perennial.
A liturgy of salacious acts invested with luscious language
and sly wit, this seductive, exhilarating labyrinth of a novel, with
its secret passageways, elusive truths and elegant intricacies, is
splendidly unlike anything Cooper has previously written, even
as it echoes themes of earlier work.
The Mechanics of Homosexual Intercourse, by Lonely
Christopher, Little House on the Bowery/Akashic Books.
The nine stories in this exuberantly nontraditional collection
will challenge traditionalists who prefer their queer fiction come
from formalists such as Ed White or David Leavitt. One hopes
those readers will accept that challenge – homo fiction can
always use more young writers who are queer in every sense
of the word.
The Metropolis Case,
by Matthew Gallaway.
Crown Publishers.

My 10 Favorite Fiction Reads of 2011

First-time
novelist
Gallaway strikes beguiling
chords in this inventive
blend of mystery, romance,
music and, skillfully, the
supernatural. Technically,
it’s a 2010 title, released
at the end of December,
close enough for 2011 – a
cunning novel embracing
the universal themes of
searching for love, the
meaning of life...and the
glorious world of opera.

The Empty Family, by Colm Toibin, Scribner.
Master Irish storyteller Toibin queers it up, after last year’s
essentially straight novel, Brooklyn, in this collection of nine
haunting stories set in different countries and different times,
but linked by a pervasive sense of melancholy, longing and loss.
There’s not a single clunker in a no-word-wasted collection.
The Fog: A Novel of Desire and Reprisal, by Jeff Mann,
Bear Bones Books.
Sex is violence and passion is pain in Mann’s relentlessly
brutal yet irrepressibly romantic short novel. From first page to
last, except for a redemptive epilogue, this pitch-perfect erotic
novel epitomizes a thriller genre known as torture porn, though
the poetry of Mann’s prose imbues even the most intense scenes
with tender moments.
The Girls Club, by Sally Bellerose, Bywater Books.
Bellerose’s warm debut embraces the concept of sisterhood
with propulsive gusto – mostly the real deal of three very different
sisters caring deeply for each other, even as they squabble, but
with hints that the sisterhood of nascent feminism has reached
the small town where they are realizing their emotional and
sexual selves.
Love/Imperfect, by Christopher T. Leland, Wayne State
University Press.
As in real life, gay mingles with straight in Leland’s first
collection (after five novels). Seventeen sensual tales, linked
by the thematic threads of intimacy, desire and love, depict
worried mothers, absent fathers, inter-class sexual affairs and

The Two Krishnas, by
Ghalib Shiraz Dhalla.
Magnus Books.
A closeted husband,
an unsuspecting wife, an
achingly needy younger
lover – the three pivotal
people in Dhalla’s second
novel are stock gay-fiction
standards
transformed
into
wrenchingly
real
characters
by
the
author’s
mastery
of
human
emotion;
in
the
story’s
nuanced
universe, duplicity has
consequences and tragedy
is inevitable. This is not a
happily-ever-after story;
its heartbreak is cathartic
and inevitable.

Continued on Page 41 
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Gossip

 Amber Heard, photo by Peter Mountain/FilmDistrict

Deep Inside Hollywood
Amber Heard revs her Motor
By Romeo San Vicente
Amber Heard, new queen of all car-centric movies? OK,
maybe not, but the co-star of Drive Angry and, most recently,
The Rum Diary, is at least headed to Motor City with director
Albert Hughes (Book of Eli). In the upcoming feature, Mark
Wahlberg and Russell Crowe star alongside female lead Heard
in the story of an ex-con on a revenge mission against the people
who framed him and watched him be wrongfully imprisoned.
Generic-sounding, sure, but sometimes these sort of things
wind up full of surprises (witness Book of Eli’s disco gun battle
set to the ’70s beat of Anita Ward’s “Ring My Bell” if you don’t
believe that). More importantly, don’t confuse it with Hughes’s
usual directing partner brother Allen Hughes’s upcoming
project, Broken City (even flying solo they make movies with
similar names). And most importantly – to lesbians anyway –
it’s another chance to watch Amber Heard strut through a film
like she owns the place.
E! taps David Burtka
Celebrity spouse David Burtka isn’t one to sit back and let
his man bring home all the bacon. Not only is he not in the
running to join the crew of the upcoming A-List: Los Angeles,
he was recently stunt-cast opposite his longtime partner Neil
Patrick Harris in the hilariously raunchy A Very Harold &
Kumar 3D Christmas. (He played a closet-straight Harris’s fakegay “beard,” get it?) And now Burtka will have a regular gig,
stepping into his own spotlight as a host for the E! network. The
actor/chef/co-parent joins the network that brings the world
The Soup as well as all the Kardashians as a correspondent

for E! News, and he’ll also be a talking suit for various specials
including Live From the Red Carpet. The job starts in January:
How long before people start calling Harris “David Burtka’s
husband?”
An American Psycho Remake? Really?
In the annals of cinematic bad ideas, a remake of an
acclaimed American film fewer than 15 years after the original
was in theaters takes the current “Worst Of” prize. But that’s
not stopping the forces behind a reboot of American Psycho.
Already a contemporary classic starring Christian Bale and
helmed by Mary Harron with a darkly funny script co-written
by indie lesbian icon Guinevere Turner, this update (no longer
to be set in the ugly ’80s) is from the money-grabbing hands of
Lionsgate and will be directed by music video vet Noble Jones.
Even the original novel’s author, Bret Easton Ellis, supports
this project that has no good reason to exist; he has called
Jones’s vision “genuine.” Could it be part of some Ellis artprank master plan to get the film remade once a decade? Will
the kids from Modern Family star in the version they make in
2023? And will anyone know all those Huey Lewis and Whitney
Houston songs by that point?
Sundancing with Jesse Eisenberg, Melissa Leo
and Tracy Morgan
Oscar nominees Jesse Eisenberg and Melissa Leo will pack
their parkas and hit Park City, Utah’s snowy Sundance Film
Festival at the end of January to promote Predisposed, a comedy
from gay screenwriter Ron Nyswaner (Philadelphia, Soldier’s
Girl) and first-time director Phil Dorling. The story involves
a college piano student who, while trying to take his mother
to rehab, gets kidnapped by her drug dealer (Tracy Morgan)
and led off on a crazy misadventure. Sound familiar? There’s
a reason for that. Eisenberg already starred in the similarly
kidnapping-themed 30 Minutes or Less. And the good news?
This one can’t be any worse than that. Even better? It’ll have
to be extra terrible to hit the lows of the similarly drug-dealerthemed “comedy” The Sitter. So good luck, original-idea-having
filmmakers and stars!
Romeo San Vicente already has a roster of men lined up to keep him warm
at Sundance. He can be reached care of this publication.
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Cocktail Chatter
Rum Collins!

By Ed Sikov
I’ve always had more than enough Christmas cheer by
Thanksgiving.
The Apartment, one of the greatest of the great Billy Wilder’s
comedy-dramas, is just the antidote I need. A comedy that
features a suicide attempt and lots of self-loathing, this fiveOscar-winning film has one particular scene that always cracks
me up: on a most depressing Christmas Eve, a drunken blond
picks up an equally plastered Jack Lemmon, who has been
thrown out of his own apartment so that his married boss
can have a place to screw the elevator girl (Shirley MacLaine).
The blond, “Mrs. MacDougall,” attempts to draw Lemmon’s
attention by blowing the tips of straw wrappers at him. When
the assault fails – Lemmon is too snockered to notice the little
paper torpedos– she staggers over and blurts, “Ya buy me a
drink, I’ll buy ya some music.” Then she slams her empty glass
on the bar and shouts “Rum Collins!”
I’ve seen the movie countless times, but I never had a Rum
Collins until this year – the first cocktail hour after Halloween.
That’s the day the endless Yuletide began. No sooner were
Halloween’s decaying corpse masks off the shelves and party
lights and tinsel and rousing carols whirlwinded in, sending me
into a borderline psychopath. The Rum Collins helped.
As I looked through various cocktail books for both classic
and variety Collins recipes – Dan was still at work – I imitated
Mrs. MacDougall’s best lines at least 15 times. Armed with her
refreshed Rum Collins, she recites, with a hilariously bored
expression, her own adaptation of Clement Clarke Moore’s
gag-worthy classic: “‘Twas de night befo’ Chissmiss, ‘n alll trew
de house/ not a creatchuh was stirrin’. Nuthin’. No action.
Dullsville. Ya married?” If a stranger said that to me at a bar he
could have me within the minute.
So what’s in a Rum Collins? The Collins family is all about
lemon, seltzer and a touch of simple syrup. A Tom Collins, for
instance, features gin; Tom’s cousin John uses bourbon; John’s
Mexican husband, José Collins, employs tequila. I did not make
up that name. Nor am I making up the Sandy Collins (Scotch),
or the Brandy Collins, which although made with brandy, was
actually invented in honor of the Looking Glass tune from 1972:
“And the sailors say ‘Brandy, you’re a fine girl….” (Okay, I did
make that one up.)
The Rum Collins features a variant sour-citrus flavor – lime
juice instead of lemon; otherwise it follows the pattern. Don’t
limit yourself to so-called expert opinions: vary the proportions
as much as you want. You’re drinking it, after all. But I must
insist: there is no reason whatsoever to use a mix. This is a
simple drink, people. Buy the few ingredients individually. No,
don’t bother squeezing fresh limes. Use unsweetened bottled
juice instead. And if you don’t have simple syrup, just toss in a
little sugar before adding the seltzer. One thing to keep in mind:
club soda has salt in it. Use it if you want, but seltzer makes a
fresher tasting drink.
The Rum Collins
2 parts light rum
½ part lime juice
¼ tsp simple syrup or sugar to taste
As much or as little seltzer as you like.

Put the first three ingredients into a tall, empty glass. Stir
to mix, then add chilled seltzer slowly to avoid wasting the
fizz. Finish it off with a couple of ice cubes. Avoid the tacky
formaldehyded cherries unless you have a death wish.
www.gaycalgary.com

The Union Square
You can’t go to the Olive Garden without your server pushing
“specialty cocktails,” a euphemism for toxic waste. These poisonous
catch-alls are enough to make you hurl. “McSewer’s 12-year bourbon,
chrysanthemum syrup, birch tea, peppermint drop.” Or “Pukey’s
small-batch rye, rosemary, Barfington gin, Sambucca, house-made
cola.” Who drinks these messes? I made the mistake of ordering one
last week at an upscale Italian place. The interior was so tasteful
that I assumed the cocktails would be too. Wrong! It was billed as
“hand-crafted whiskey, mint syrup, lemon juice.” Okay, but I didn’t
want a lot of either the mint syrup or the lemon. “The drink will be
off balance!” the waiter scolded. “That’s the way I want it.” “OK,” he
huffed. “Then you’ll get an unbalanced drink.”
I was stunned. What was that ancient dictum about the customer
always being right? That’s gone the way of the dodo and civil political
discourse. He returned with a syrupy-sweet mess. The whiskey was
lost in a wash of minty syrup and lemonade. Why drown a smallbatch whiskey in lemon-mint Crystal Lite?
My pal Mike, the ex-priest, told me about a great cocktail he’d had
at a restaurant called Print. So I made it at home – my way. Print
calls the drink the Bee’s Knees, and Mike used what Print’s bartender
told him were the ingredients and proportions. The ingredients were
brilliant, the proportions ghastly. I haven’t been to Print, so maybe
their Bee’s Knees works. But I wanted it to taste good to me, so I
changed the proportions and renamed it.
The result was fabulous. To me. Start by making lavender-infused
gin. This is not difficult; you just have to find either loose lavender
blossoms or herbal lavender tea bags. Try a health food store. Use
good but not hideously expensive gin. It’s foolish to buy a superpremium brand if you’re going to flavor it yourself. Pour as much gin
as you want to lavenderize into a clean, odor-free jar with a tightfitting lid. (If the jar or lid still smells like pickles, use another jar.)
Dump in a handful of lavender (or open some lavender tea bags and
pour the contents into the jar). Don’t worry about proportions; they
don’t matter. Let it stand for two days; shake it whenever you pass
by. Then use a tea strainer and a funnel to decant the infusion into
an attractive bottle with a tight-fitting lid or unblemished cork. The
gin will not have turned purple. Miraculously, it will be honey colored.
Make a small bottle of Really Simple Syrup, but instead of using
sugar, use equal parts raw honey and water. Just shake them together
until the honey dissolves. Be sure to have a lemon on hand.
You could continue the theme by using honey produced by bees
that collect lavender pollen, but I prefer honey made from tough,
streetwise New York City bees. Yes, there are honey-producing bees
in the city, and I buy as locally as possible – honey made by my
neighborhood bees. Hence the drink’s name.
This recipe is simply the way I like it. Make it taste good to you.

The Union Square
1 part lavender-infused Beefeater gin
Lemon juice to taste
Really Simple Honey Syrup to taste
For a strong drink, pour the ingredients into a shaker filled with
ice, shake quickly, strain and serve. For a less potent drink, serve it
on ice and let it water down.
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Jason Stuart

Talented Funnyman Heads North

 Photo by Shannon Youngclaus

By Evan Kayne
Comedian and actor Jason Stuart is one of those faces you
see cropping up in many shows. He’ll be up in Whistler BC for
the LGBT WinterPRIDE 2012 Whistler Gay Lesbian Ski Week,
on from February 5th to 12th, as the headline act on the comedy
show. Jason has over 150 film and television appearances to
his credit: Entourage, Everybody Hates Chris, My Wife and
Kids, and House just to name a few. As well, he has been in
several movies and is still actively working as a comedian - an
openly gay man in the entertainment business.
In fact, he is also the chair of the Screen Actors Guild (SAG)
National LGBT Actors Committee, which works to support
LGBT actors and educate SAG membership, the industry,
and the public on LGBT actors’ issues. It concentrates on
stopping discrimination against LGBT actors in the workplace.
In the entertainment industry, this still happens - Jason has
experienced it in the past, but it is getting better.
While he doesn’t experience discrimination quite so much
nowadays, he is seeing his “type” change on screen. As he ages,
he has gone from playing a handful of gay roles to playing mostly
straight characters, as Hollywood sees gay roles as “young, hot,
totally shaven”. While this stereotyping can be a bit frustrating,
he says he’s not sure about calling it that directly (“what’s
stereotyping, I don’t quite know anymore”).
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Jason has been openly gay for years, and as previously
mentioned, while it is encouraging to see a lot of openly gay
performers in character roles, many people wonder when – if
ever – we will see a major big screen star come out. This raises
his hackles a little bit. “We’re all obsessed with that leading
man...I say who cares! That’s one part. We’re all obsessed
with the one guy we can’t get, or who’s big for 10 years.” His
argument is that the public and, perhaps especially the media,
is preoccupied with having the big star come out, as if he’ll then
be appointed the Gay Messiah.
Yet there are all these character actors or other arts
professionals who are openly gay, but are not getting the same
amount of attention or support; especially since it is a lot of
these professionals (like Jason) who are doing the heavy lifting
by working to support LGBTQ concerns.
Being an openly gay comedian means you have to have a
thick skin and be quick on your feet to push back against
hecklers. Unfortunately, the LGBTQ community is still being
seen as a target for humour by some comedians. “Oh, there’s
still tons and tons of that...”, Jason agrees, but then he adds
that he thinks it’s getting better. “We still have a lot more to go.
We’re still fighting for equal rights. In [Canada] you have it...we
don’t have it here.”

www.gaycalgary.com
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Besides his work as an actor, Jason has a lecture about his
experiences and the ins and outs of being openly gay in the
workplace. When asked if there was any incident or anything
in his history which motivated him to provide service back to
the community, he deferred the question. “I don’t think about it
that way...I think that’s who I am as a person...I think service
is a part of who I am as a person.” When he came out 18 to 19
years ago it was such a different time. It was exhausting to be
in the closet, and hard to be an artist and do your best work,
he tells me.
Jason was also motivated to be an actor and a comedian from
his history growing up in the 1970s. During that time, there
were no videos telling kids “It Gets Better”. There was barely
any knowledge or positive education about being gay. Jason
can therefore identify with some of the kids today because, “I
was one of those kids...If I wasn’t an actor – if I didn’t have
that fantasy of becoming really successful, I think I would have
killed myself.”
As someone who was bullied for being gay as a kid, he does
think that the “It Gets Better” campaign is fabulous, and has
helped to make bullying a noticeable problem, but he’d caution
us that nothing changes overnight.
Besides his appearance at WinterPride in Whistler, BC, he
is quite busy with college dates, working on a horror movie
“Guest House” (in a big supporting role as a straight guy) and
in a prison drama, K11. Additionally, for fans of the movie Bear
City, Jason will be making an appearance in the sequel – which
is currently in post production.
Having viewed some of his work and seen him in small parts
on television shows, I’d highly recommend keeping an eye out
for him. Jason comes off as a well connected professional who
really should be a lot more famous. Let’s hope we see his star
rise further in the future.

Jason Stuart
http://www.jasonstuart.com
Performing at WinterPRIDE 2012
http://www.gaywhistler.com
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Politics

A Dystopian Universe: Being Queer in Iran
By Stephen Lock
While most Canadians, according to a Stats Canada
report released in December 2011, feel safe from crime
even as the Harper government pushes ahead with its
omnibus bill cracking down on crime, the devil, as they
say, is in the details.
Based on data collected since 2009, ninety-three percent of
Canadians surveyed were satisfied with their level of personal
safety. The figure reflected information gathered in 2004
when ninety-four percent reported a general satisfaction with
their safety.
The latest data is based on random surveys of approximately
19,500 individuals across Canada.
Ironically, at the same time the report was released, there
was an article posted by PostMedia News of an Iranian gay
immigrant who was attacked, beaten, and had his throat
slashed in what is believed to be a homophobic attack in
Toronto.
The young man, named as only Mojtaba, aged 29, is quoted
as saying he was taunted about his sexual orientation during
the attack, carried out by someone he recognized from one
of his classes at Seneca College in Toronto. Mojtaba was
waiting for a friend at 11:30 in the morning when his attacker
started looking at him “suspiciously.”
“He said, What are you looking at?” Mojtaba is quoted as
saying. “I said, Nothing.” A few moments later, the individual
reappeared accompanied by a young woman believed to be
his girlfriend.
“He was whispering something to her and when he was
walking near me, I said, What’s wrong?” The other man,
later identified as Daniel De Silva aged 21, then launched
into a physical assault, assisted by the young woman who
held Mojtaba down as De Silva kicked and beat Mojtaba. A
group of other students stood nearby videotaping the assault
but not intervening. Mojtaba was able to break free after an
individual finally did intervene and reported the assault to
his program coordinator who noticed the cut on Mojtaba’s
throat, the apparent result of being slashed with a sharp
pencil.
“I’m afraid now,” Mojtaba told reporters. “I come to
Canada, a country that carries the name of human rights,
and you see something like this happen at a college...I came
here to be free....Where can I go now?” he said.
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Mojtaba came to Canada in 2009, he said, to escape the
persecution, violence and torture of gay men and lesbians
in Iran.
Iran is a fundamentalist Islamist theocratic nation.
The regime under President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad is a
repressive one for Iranians, but deadly for gay Iranians. In
July 2005 two gay Iranian teenagers, Mahmoud Asgari, aged
16, and Ayaz Marhoni, aged 18, were arrested for ‘acts against
humanity’, tried, and condemned to death by public hanging.
The images of these two boys on the scaffold and swinging
at the end of the rope were posted all over the Internet,
setting off a firestorm of controversy and condemnation of
Sharia law, under which the Iranian penal code operates.
They weren’t the only ones. Payam Amini, aged 21, was
also publicly executed for sodomy. Other gay Iranians are
routinely rounded up, flogged, tortured, and imprisoned.
According to The Boroumand Foundation, an Iranian
human rights group, there are records of at least 107
executions with charges related to homosexuality between
1979 and 1990. Amnesty International reports at least 5
people convicted of “homosexual tendencies”, three men and
two women, were executed in January 1990, as a result of
the Iranian government’s policy of calling for the execution
of those who practice homosexuality. In April 1992, Dr. Ali
Mozafarian, a Sunni Muslim leader in Southern Iran, was
executed after being convicted on charges of espionage,
adultery, and sodomy. Various human rights organizations
and activists claim between 4,000 and 6,000 gay men and
lesbians have been executed in Iran since 1979 when the
current Islamic Revolution overthrew the Shah.
According to Iranian law, gay sex in any form is punishable
by death. Violators are reportedly given a choice of four
methods of execution: hanging, stoning, halving by sword
or being dropped from the highest perch. Hanging is,
apparently, seen as the most humane.
Tracking the number of individuals executed for being gay
or lesbian in Iran is problematic. Technically, individuals
are not executed simply for being gay or lesbian. The death
penalty is reserved, ostensibly, for cases of drug trafficking,
murder, and rape. Those gay men, such as Asgari and
Marhoni, who are executed often have additional charges,
usually false but accepted by the court, of non-consensual
sex, and most often the charge is of the rape of young boys,
further fueling the outrage against homosexuals.
All sexual relations that occur outside a traditional,
heterosexual marriage (i.e. sodomy or adultery) are illegal
and no legal distinction is made between consensual or
non-consensual sodomy. Homosexual relations that occur
between consenting adults in private carry a maximum
punishment of death. Homosexual rape is a capital crime.
The death penalty is legal for those above 18, and if a murder
was committed, legal at the age of 15.
In the case of minors charged with sodomy or other forms
of gay sex, the death penalty is not supposed to apply and
the punishment is “only” the lash. However, both Asgari, a
minor, and Marhoni, a minor at the time of his arrest, were
listed as being 19 years old in the court transcripts.
To further illustrate the bizarre universe which Iran
and its leaders occupy, President Ahmadinejad, after
being invited to speak to students at Columbia University,
responded to questions posed to him by students regarding
the execution of gay Iranians by discussing drug smugglers
instead. When pushed by moderator and Acting Dean of the
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School of International and Public Affairs, John Coatsworth,
Ahmadinejad stated: “In Iran, we don’t have homosexuals like
in your country. In Iran, we do not have this phenomenon. I
don’t know who has told you we have that.”
However, in what was seen by many as a “progressive”
move, Ayatollah Ruholla Khomeini issued a fatwa (religious
decree) two decades ago declaring gender reassignment
surgeries for “diagnosed transsexuals” to be acceptable under
Sharia law and to be paid for by the government. The fatwa
has placed Iran’s gay men and lesbians between a rock and a
hard place; face execution for being gay/lesbian or undergo
forced gender reassignment and be now seen, technically and
legally at any rate, as heterosexual. Not much of a choice.
For a culture steeped in machismo, where ‘to be a man’ is
all important (which is one of the reasons male homosexuality
is so despised; it is seen as some sort of abdication, even
rejection, of one’s manhood, no matter how masculine
an individual gay man may be), being forced to undergo
castration and being designated a female, the choice between
that and death might make death the more attractive option.
The cult of machismo is endemic to the Middle and Near
East and throughout the Mediterranean. Yes, it far too
often, in fact almost always, leads to misogyny, sexism, the
diminishing of women, even violence towards women who
cannot or will not conform to the expectations placed upon
them by male relatives (“honour killings” being one of the
most notorious outcomes) but it is about men taking pride
in being men, and all that entails. To then literally and
figuratively remove that from an individual steeped in that
mindset, that culture, whether he is gay or not, is horrific.
So, of course, is the hanging, stoning, or halving of someone
because he or she is gay. How could one choose which fate
to embrace? One is an immediate (one hopes) death and
the other a form of living death. It’s barbaric. Medieval.
Twisted. It’s like something out of some post-Apocalyptic
scenario, some science fiction fantasy of an alternate world
devoid of humanity and compassion.
In the case of Mojtaba, the Seneca College student attacked
for being gay, these horrors are ingrained into his psyche.
In 2007, the then-25 year old was arrested, detained and
tortured for attending a gay party.
“There was about 15 of us [at the party],” Mojtaba said.
“To scare us, the police would pick a man from the group and
bring him to the bathroom and he [would] never come back.
Some of those from the party, I don’t know what happened to
them,” he said. “There is no mercy. I’ve known people who
have been executed.”
Mojtaba was luckier than most; he was released. He
immediately boarded a train in his hometown of Shiraz,
the site of some of the executions, and escaped to Turkey,
a secular Muslim state, to seek asylum. A year later, he
emigrated to Canada with the assistance of the Iranian
Railroad for Queer Refugees, a non-governmental non-profit
organization that helps Iranian LGBTQ individuals gain
asylum in the West. He is now a permanent resident, safer
here than in his homeland, but apparently not safe enough.
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Out of Town

Vacation in Maui, Lanai, and Molokai

 Maui’s Makena Beach is a favorite haunt of the island’s gay community. Photo by Andrew Collins

By Andrew Collins
Arguably the most glamorous of Hawaii’s islands, Maui
is home to some of the state’s swankiest resorts and
acclaimed restaurants. It’s a favorite with visitors in
search of lazy beach naps, leisurely laps in the pool and
soothing spa treatments.
But don’t let the island’s cushy reputation fool you into thinking
it lacks history, culture, and an impressive variety of rugged outdoor
adventures. Maui vacations can be as unhurried or as thrilling as
you choose.
Home to the largest gay and lesbian resort in Hawaii (the Maui
Sunseeker) as well as dozens of welcoming B&Bs, inns, condos and
full-service resorts, Maui is often the first island visitors experience
after Oahu. Although lacking Honolulu’s nightlife, this easy-going,
moderately developed island is well suited to couples, families and
groups of friends.
Plenty of visitors stay at one resort and visit Maui for five to
seven days. But if you’re hoping to get to know the island’s diverse
elements, split your time among two or three areas, and spend
at least 10 days, perhaps tacking on a day or two on the quiet,
underrated, and remarkable neighbor islands of Lanai and Molokai.
Maui
Geographically made up of two soaring volcanic peaks connected
by a largely agricultural valley, Maui (www.gohawaii.com/maui) is
the second largest of the Hawaiian islands, home to about 145,000
permanent residents. The majority of the 2.5 million visitors who
arrive annual stay on the sunny and comparatively arid leeward
coasts of Maui’s two halves, which include the historic fishing port
of Lahaina, the modern Kaanapali and Kapalua resort areas, the
ritzy Wailea resorts, and the more reasonably priced town of Kihei.
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You’ll find a good mix of mid-priced to high-end resorts up
around Kaanapali and Kapalua - good picks include the Hyatt
Regency (maui.hyatt.com), Westin Maui (www.westinmaui.com),
Outrigger Maui Eldorado (www.outrigger.com), and Ritz-Carlton
Kapalua (www.ritzcarlton.com).
In Wailea, which is close to the famously gay-popular clothingoptional Little Beach at Makena, you’ll find such sumptuous
accommodations as the Four Seasons Maui (www.fourseasons.
com/maui), Grand Wailea (www.grandwailea.com), and Fairmont
Kea Lani (www.fairmont.com/kealani). Just a few miles north,
Kihei contains several gay-oriented lodging, including the
aforementioned Maui Sunseeker (www.mauisunseeker.com), a
stylishish boutique resort catering mostly to gay men and lesbians.
Other good GLBT bets in Kihei include the elegant Pineapple Inn
(www.pineappleinnmaui.com) and the affordable, whimsically
furnished Two Mermaids (www.twomermaids.com).
Strike out beyond Maui’s leeward shores to discover some of the
most diverse and dramatic scenery in all of Hawaii, including the
Upcountry, situated along the slopes of 10,023-foot Mt. Haleakala,
and home to the quirky ranching and farming towns of Kula and
Makawao. Be sure to budget a few hours to drive to the peak of
Haleakala’s summit, which lies within the national park of the
same name
Along the breezy windward coast, you can drive the famously
curvy and narrow road to Hana, which passes through verdant
rainforests and beside gushing waterfalls. Return by way of the
rugged Piilani Highway from Hana around West Maui’s “back
side,” and the road hugs sheer sea cliffs and cuts across sweeping
plains strewn with jagged lava-rock formations. If at all possible,
plan for an overnight in Hana. Here you can stay at the historic,
unpretentious, and wonderfully charming Travaasa Hana Hotel
(www.travaasa.com/hana) - if it’s a special occasion, splurge for a
room in this boutique resort’s secluded, adult-oriented Sea Cottages
www.gaycalgary.com

 Molokai’s sea cliffs are among the highest in the world.

section. You’ll also find a handful of B&Bs in this laid-back village
blessed with spectacular beaches, including the affordable, gayowned Hana Accommodations (www.hana-maui.com).
Even Maui’s main untouristy administrative center and county
seat, Wailuku, has a cool historical museum, the Bailey House; and
some great little hole-in-the-wall restaurants (Tiffany’s, Tokyo Tei,
Ba-Le Sandwiches); and it’s the gateway to the breathtaking Iao
Valley. For an insider’s perspective on local dining, book a half-day
trip through Tour da Food, whose knowledgeable guides Bonnie
and Jill lead delicious culinary tours in Wailuku and Upcountry
Maui.
Maui has several businesses with strong GLBT ties. You can
book a massage, either in your hotel room or at a lovely on-site
studio overlooking the ocean, from Relax Therapeutic Massage,

whose owner Marty Guerriero is one of the most talented massage
therapists on the island. Gay-owned No Ka Oi Adventures leads
exceptionally fun and engaging custom half- and full-day tours
around Maui - including trips around West Maui, along the road
to Hana, and snorkeling off of Makena’s lava-fringed shores.
Acclaimed local Chef Raja, who competed on TV’s “Extreme Chef”
in 2011, is your go-to for planning a romantic meal or small dinner
party. He’s especially popular with those planning gay weddings or
commitment ceremonies. On that note, Hawaii’s new same-sex civil
union law went into effect on January 1, 2012, and long-running
Gay Hawaii Wedding can help couples plan their nuptials on Maui.
The island abounds with terrific restaurants, many of them at
the big resorts, such as Ko at Fairmont Kea Lani, Spago at the Four
Seasons, and Gannon’s at Grand Wailea. Locally renowned chef
Peter Merriman’s hip Monkeypod Kitchen, in a shopping center at
the Wailea Resort, is one of the hottest new spots on the island, as
is Star Noodle, the stylish Pan-Asian eatery up in Lahaina, which is
also home to the first-rate Lahaina Grill and I’o Restaurant. A few
other culinary highlights on Maui include Market Fresh Bistro in
Makawao, Cafe Mambo in Paia, and Izakaya Matsu in Kihei. For
nightlife, the sophisticated but friendly Ambrosia lounge is popular
with GLBT patrons, especially on Sunday nights.
Lanai
The gently sloping, conical island of Lanai (www.gohawaii.com/
lanai) is clearly visible from the western shores of Maui, especially
from Kaanapali and Lahaina - passenger ferries run regularly from
the pier in Lahaina to Lanai, and the island also has regularly
scheduled flights from Maui and Oahu. Just 140 square miles, this
is the smallest of Hawaii’s primary islands, and historically it was
known for its massive pineapple plantation industry.
Although it’s still a low-keyed, mostly undeveloped island, Lanai
has become increasingly popular with jetsetters thanks to its pair
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Photography
Living Xmas Tree at the Calgary Eagle
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Down Home Family Xmas Show at the Texas Lounge - Calgary
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Photography
ISCCA College Show at Club Sapien - Calgary

A Night Under the Big Top at the Texas Lounge - Calgary
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Photography
ISCCA College Show at Club Sapien - Calgary

World Aids Day Show at the Texas Lounge - Calgary
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 Book Review - From Page 29
Wingshooters, by Nina Revoyr. Akashic Books.
Xenophobia is rampant in rural Vietnam War-era Wisconsin,
where tomboyish 10-year-old Michelle LeBeau, her small town’s
only non-white resident, confronts discrimination, bullying and
isolation with admirable resilience. Revoyr writes about deep
heartache, flawed characters and squandered anger with grace.
Zipper Mouth, by Laurie Weeks, The Feminist Press at
CUNY.
The narrator of this woozy, rapturous short novel, set in
Manhattan’s edgy 1980s, engages heroin and cocaine with
dedicated delight, maintains a soul-crushing crush on her
ambiguously straight drug buddy, Jane, and shares her angst
in unrequited letters to the likes of Sylvia Plath and Judy Davis.
It’s an ecstatic debut.

My 10 Favorite Nonfiction Reads of 2011
Big Sex, Little Death, by Susie Bright, Seal Press.
You’d think that a memoir by a founder of the pioneering
sex-positive lesbian magazine On Our Backs and author of the
“Susie Sexpert” column would be all about sex (and there’s
that title). Sex there is, but Bright’s account of a peripatetic
childhood, of teenage radicalism, of labor organizing and,
latterly, of contented motherhood is much more than a trip
down orgasm lane.
Halsted Plays Himself, by William E. Jones, Semiotext(e)
Native Agents.
This slender but authoritative chronicle of legendary erotic
performer and filmmaker Fred Halsted – he reigned back in
the 1970s, when daily newspapers reviewed porn films – mixes
serious research with sexual relish, fleshed out by reprints of
reviews, interviews, a smattering of dialogue from Halsted’s
classic L.A. Plays Itself and – another side of the man –
samplings of his erotic prose.
Happy Accidents, by Jane Lynch, Hyperion Voice.
Always candid, never coy, Lynch’s account of the happy
casting accidents that led her to stardom – and, more recently,
to love – is the work of a most talented woman. Odd fact: By
age 12, Lynch was mostly mooning about girls, though she
confesses in this charismatic memoir to a hormonal crush on
1970s-era Ron Howard.
Nina Here Nor There: My Journey Beyond Gender, by Nick
Krieger, Beacon Press.
Krieger’s journey through and beyond gender, from Nina to
Nick, from a large-breasted “her” with shaved legs to an aftertop surgery “him” with hairy calves, is chronicled with a dash
of wit, with nuanced wisdom, and with candid accounts of
confrontations with parents – particularly the father – who are
puzzled and pained at seeing their daughter become their son.
Nocturnal Omissions: A Tale of Two Poets, by Gavin Geoffrey Dillard and Eric Norris, Sibling Rivalry Press.
Gavin lived in Hawaii. Eric lived in New York. Facebook
brought them together. Gavin, a former porn star, life-long
poet, one-time chef and sometime hermit in his 50s, responded
to an admiring post from Eric, a poet 15 years his junior. This
two-author collection of 111 poems is the result – playful and
passionate, lusty and seductive, erotic and philosophical.

A Queer History of the United States, by Michael Bronski,
Beacon Press.
From the Puritan imposition of intolerant sexual mores on
the land that was to become America, to angry activism in the
face of the nation’s initial neglect of AIDS, Bronski’s cerebral
hop, skip and jump assessment of LGBT presence across the
centuries is an astute, succinct depiction of the truth that
queers have always been everywhere – and everywhen.
A Saving Remnant: The Radical Lives of Barbara Deming
and David McReynolds, by Martin Duberman, The New
Press.
Duberman has crafted a riveting account of the public lives
and noble ideals of two fierce early to mid-20th century queers,
Barbara Deming and David McReynolds, through which he
threads both their commitment to civil rights, peaceful protest
and anti-war activism and a well-mannered glimpse into their
sexual lives.
Taking My Life, by Jane Rule, Talonbooks.
Scholar Linda M. Morra came across an astonishing, nevercatalogued find: a posthumous autobiography, handwritten on
yellow foolscap paper, recounting Rule’s first 21 years from the
thoughtful, painfully honest perspective of old age. Best known
for Desert of the Heart, Rule wrote 10 other novels; anyone who
has read even one – though every queer reader with taste ought
to read them all – will relish revisiting her fluid prose.
Tango: My Childhood Backwards and in High Heels, by
Justin Vivian Bond, The Feminist Press at CUNY.
The most riveting of celebrated cabaret artist Bond’s
unorthodox memoir is the revelation that from the age of 11 the
author was bullied at school by the boy with whom v (Bond’s
chosen subject pronoun) was having exuberant, albeit confused
and sometimes violent, sex. But this free-form life story is at its
best when it recounts the tension between a young trans soul
and confused, distraught parents – a universal queer tale.

Footnotes
Though there are fewer gay (and especially lesbian, alas) titles
coming from larger, mainstream publishers, smaller and newer
publishers like Lethe Press (most venerable of the newcomers),
Chelsea Station Editions, Tiny Satchel Press and Sibling
Rivalry Press – to say nothing of ever-expanding Bold Strokes
Books and some higher-quality self-publishing – are picking up
the slack. At the same time, three of those presses are also
publishing magazines, where novice authors and veterans alike
can find an outlet for their work. Lethe’s Steve Berman edits
Icarus, which focuses on speculative fiction; Sibling Rivalry’s
Bryan Borland edits Assaracus: A Journal of Gay Poets; and
at year’s end Chelsea Station’s Jameson Currier launched
Chelsea Station, the most eclectic of the journals, filled with
lesbian and gay fiction, interviews, poems and book reviews.
Richard Labonte has been reading, editing, selling, and writing about
queer literature since the mid-’70s. He can be reached in care of this
publication.
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Persistence: All Ways Butch and Femme, edited by Ivan
Coyote and Zena Sharman, Arsenal Pulp Press.
Twenty years after Joan Nestle’s The Persistence Desire: A
Butch-Femme Reader, this rambunctious, truth-telling, genderconfronting anthology both honors its antecedent and pulses
with contemporary, assured, personal and provocative prose
about the personas of femme and butch within the queer
community.
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Music

Hear Me Out
Top 11 of 2011

By Chris Azzopardi
11. Lady Gaga, Born This Way
Music masterpiece? Not quite. But the Lady of the dance-pop
pantheon sure knows how to do brain-raping hooks – you got
me, “Edge of Glory” – and indulgent throwbacks to ’80s schlock.
For goodness sake, she sings about “Hair” and makes it sound
like a serious call-for-acceptance. The self-empowerment
positivity of this big monster is easy to embrace, and so are the
songs: stadium ballad “You and I,” grunge-rock “Bad Kids” and
the uplifting “Highway Unicorn.” No poker face here. Just Gaga
through and through.
10. Dolly Parton, Better Day
Like a big hug from the country super-legend herself, Better
Day wasn’t just one of the best albums of the year – it was
the most encouraging. “In the Meantime,” a joy-on-steroids
rollick, has Dolly dishing wisdom, her attitude as infectious as
the music – her best in years. Same goes for the sweetness of
“Together You and I” and an ode to her roots, “Country is as
Country Does,” delivered with a dose of her humorous snap.
Even with a heavy heart on “I Just Might,” the down-home diva
looked on the bright side. Now that’s something to admire.
9. Augustana, Augustana
Meet Augustana, new and improved. With claim-to-fame
“Boston” behind them, the San Diego guys go from Coldplay
to Springsteenian. And it pays off. Whatever their brand of
pop-rock lacks in originality, they make up for in choruses you
crave as an early morning wake-up. Motivational upper “Shot
in the Dark” bests, but sensitive-guy folk ditty “Borrowed Time”
and love sick slow-rocker “Steal Your Heart” are proof that a
change does, indeed, do you good.
8. Beyoncé, 4
Crazy in love wasn’t
how most people felt about
Bey’s slow-to-grow fourth
album. But so what: This
is the diva’s masterwork,
where Mrs. Jay-Z had
nothing to prove... but
proved
everything.
4
features refined ballads,
from
the
restrained
sweetness of “I Miss You”
to the legacy anthem “I
Was Here”; the throwback
“Love on Top,” with its
Mariah vocal tics; and the
funky-cool “Countdown”
for her “boof.” Few songs are immediate, but that’s the thing:
This is Queen Bey standing her ground and securing her crown.
7. Katy B, On a Mission
Dubstep was reborn through Katy B’s brilliantly refreshing
debut, a throbbing set of underground dance primed for allnight partying. She had sass, sex and single-worthy songs –
a trifecta that should’ve put her at the top of pop. With the
genius of “Easy Please Me,” a cheeky kiss-off to mankind, and
the thumping garage sound of “Broken Record,” the British
import’s mission is inevitably possible.

6. Lykke Li, Wounded
Rhymes
Sweden’s Lykki Li sings of
sadness like she’s been put
through the wringer, but
there’s still a very charming
wink in the casual girlgroup tropes of her second
album.
Essentially
a
testament to innocence lost,
established
immediately
with the deceivingly upbeat
“Youth Knows No Pain,”
the indie-pop dream girl
decided to live it up (“Love
Out of Lust”), have sex
(“Get Some”) and suck up
her brokenhearted blues
(“Sadness is a Blessing”).
Her pain was my pleasure.
5. Bon Iver, Bon Iver
Just how beautiful are
Bon Iver’s earthy tunes?
Let’s put it this way: an
f-bomb never sounded
prettier. “Holocene” is the
centerpiece of frontman
Justin Vernon’s melodically
moving masterpiece of
escapism,
an
album
that takes us outside of
ourselves and into the
many states – both literally
and figuratively – that the
log-cabin crooner paints
with his singularly evocative
voice. From the sincerity he
casts to the Phil Collins outro he manages to pull off, it wasn’t about
making sense – it was about making emotions.
4. Miranda Lambert,
Four the Record
The fastest girl in town,
as Lambert calls herself
on her latest in a series
of on-par albums, is also
one of the most talented.
After
opening
with
outcast anthem “All Kinds
of Kinds,” the country
badass plays on diversity
throughout
with
her
most expansive-sounding
disc to date: bluegrass
influences that first track,
but then she goes cowpunk on “Mama’s Broken
Heart” and, with “Fine
Tune,” tinkers with AutoTune. She’s also good at
turning on the tear ducts with “Oklahoma Sky.” One of a kind?
You betcha.
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 Music Review - From Page 42
3. Florence + the Machine, Ceremonials
Bigger is better in
the case of Florence
Welch, who wields her
powerhouse pipes into
competition-crushing glory
on her second CD, a trip
to enlightenment that sits
in your soul. No album
but this one, this year, had
the intensity of rousing
theatrics cutting through it
like a tornado whipping up everything in its path. “Shake It Out”
is a breathtaking exorcism; “Leave My Body,” an orgasmic release.
And ballad “Never Let Me Go” rips through the very water she sings
of. Oh, Flo – such a size queen.
2. Matraca Berg, The Dreaming Fields
By the strength of her from-the-heart songwriting alone, it’s
no wonder she’s been one of the most sought-after Nashville
tunesmiths for big-deal country stars. On her first album in 14
years, the criminally underrated prodigy – think Eva Cassidy and
Emmylou Harris – continues to affirm she has what it takes to be
one. The title track is a nostalgic eulogy of long-gone land, both
hopeful and heartbreaking. “Racing the Angels,” about an afterlife
reunion, and the homesick coda are just as wistfully tearjerking.
1. Adele, 21
The boy that broke
Adele’s heart? At least he
was good for one thing:
This album, a timeless
classic fueled by the fire of
that relationship’s demise.
Regret and fury are all
piped into the remarkably
performed songs – the
wonderful weepie “Someone
Like You,” especially – on
the singer’s sophomore CD,
fully rooted in retro-soul and soap-opera melodrama. “Rumour Has
It” and “Rolling in the Deep” show how saucy she can be when she’s
not all sad (and for much of the album, she is). Nothing studiotricky about her or that voice, Adele sings her heart out – and
captures ours.

 Travel - From Page 37
of stunning Four Seasons resorts, the historic Lodge at Koele (www.
fourseasons.com/koele), which is nestled beneath groves of Cook
pine trees in the cool upcountry, and the seaside Manele Bay Hotel
(www.fourseasons.com/manelebay), which fringes spectacular
beaches and is renowned for snorkeling, golf, spa treatments, and
relaxation.
Take some time to stroll around tiny Lanai City, which has a few
intriguing galleries and shops and is also home to a less pricey and
quite special boutique inn and restaurant, the Hotel Lanai (www.
hotellanai.com).
Molokai
Although it’s significantly larger than Lanai (about a third the size
of Maui), the tranquil island of Molokai (www.gohawaii.com/Molokai)
receives very few visitors and is sparsely populated, with just 7,400
residents. But it’s also home to one of the most remarkable cultural
attractions in the country, the colony of Kalaupapa, a peninsula
physically cut off from the rest of Molokai by a wall of sheer sea
cliffs, among the highest in the world. Hawaiians afflicted with
Hansen’s Disease (leprosy) were tragically exiled to Kalaupapa from
the 1860s through the 1960s. Although a handful of survivors still
reside in this community, much of it is now a national historic site,
and visitors can tour the two villages. The exciting part is getting
there: you must either hike or ride mules down (and later back up) a
daunting, 1,700-foot trail of muddy steps and switchbacks.
Even beyond Kalaupapa, Molokai is rich in spectacular scenery.
There’s a scenic drive around the eastern half of the island, from
which trails lead into the stunning Halawa Valley. And on the island’s
dry, sunny western side, you’ll find some beautiful beaches. The
airport in Molokai is served by several flights a day from neighbor
islands. Once you get here, it’s best to rent a car, as distances are
considerable.
The island has just one major hotel, the very gay-welcoming Aqua
Hotel Molokai (www.hotelmolokai.com/), a fairly basic complex of
‘70s A-frame bungalows, although the rooms have been comfortably
updated. The hotel is also home to one of the only full-service
restaurants on the island, an open-air space overlooking the small
beach. The Hotel Molokai acts as one of the island’s main social
hubs, as there’s live music in the evening. The easy pace and friendly
mix of locals and visitors makes for a striking contrast with hotels
on the other islands.
Elsewhere, your best bets for dining are Kamuela Cookhouse,
which serves up tasty grilled seafood and prime rib, and Molokai
Drive-in for burgers. The Molokai Coffee Plantation serves rich and
robust brews using beans grown on the island. And for breakfast or
lunch, don’t miss Kanemitsu Bakery. Each evening, after the bakery
has officially closed, hungry diners line up at a takeout window in
the back alley to procure “hot bread.” The disturbingly enormous
loaves of chewy, rich bread are doused with butter, cinnamon, jams,
and other toppings. It’s the sort of offbeat tradition that captures
Molokai’s quirky, small-town vibe.
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Interview

Traci Lords the
Dancefloor
By Jorge Treviano

Before Lindsay Lohan, there was the original
Hollywood bad girl, Traci Lords. One of the biggest
adult film stars of the eighties, Lords sparked a
firestorm of controversy when it was revealed that
she was under 18, making all of her popular films,
in essence, child pornography. Even her famous
Penthouse Magazine spread – ironically, in the
same issue that featured Vanessa Williams on its
cover, costing Williams her Miss America crown,
but that’s another story! – was deemed illegal.
The Traci Lords of today is a star of TV, film and music.
Savvy sitcom watchers will recognize her as waitress
Stacy from TV’s Roseanne. Film aficionados likely know
her best from her camp role in John Waters’ Cry Baby.
And music buffs may have busted a move to her dance
single, “Control”.
She’s even an author! In 2003, she published her
memoirs, Traci Lords: Underneath It All, which made
the New York Times Best seller list.
Now Lords returns to the dance floor with Last Drag, her
first single from the New York-based independent dance
label Sea to Sun. She calls the song her proclamation
that she’s not running from demons anymore. “These
days, I invite them in for a martini,” she laughs. “I’ve
learned you gotta keep your addictions in check and
know where the edge of the cliff is.”
GC: Is Last Drag about the demise of drag queens?
TL: Hell no! Who would do my make-up?
GC: What’s the song about?
TL: Last Drag is about being addicted to something
that you know is bad for you but you crave it anyway.
GC: What have you been addicted to?
TL: Bad boys and late nights.
GC: What is the heaviest price you paid for your
addiction?
TL: Insomnia.
GC: How did you finally overcome the bad boys?
TL: I tamed the beast within.
GC: Do you ever wish you could go back to your
teens or early twenties?
TL: Yes!
GC: If you knew then what you know now, what
would you do differently?
TL: I would never have started smoking and I would
not have wasted one single moment on self-doubt.
GC: You’re a mom now. What would you do if you
saw your child taking the path you took?
TL: I have a son. It is not a possible. Girls are
another breed.
GC: You’ve said in interviews that you are successful
in spite of your past, not because of it.
TL: That’s exactly true.
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GC: How did you overcome the stereotype of the
porn star?
TL: I decided not to be it.
GC: Why were you so bad? What were you rebelling
against in the eighties?
TL: John Waters’ once told me that I was a sexual
terrorist. I think that sums it up.
GC: Maybe it’s my age, or maybe it’s because I’m
gay, but the first time I saw you on film was on
Roseanne and you were brilliant.
TL: Thank you! Roseanne (Barr) is a very deep and
complicated person. She has a real sweetness that
most people don’t know.
GC: Was the show a turning point in your career?
TL: Yes. I’m proud that Roseanne, personally, chose
me for the role of Stacy in her show. It was a huge win
for me. I really admire and love her.
GC: We love her too. She tackled a lot of gay issues
on the show.
TL: It was groundbreaking television.
GC: Your music video for Last Drag has a lesbian
scene.
TL: Yes, it does. The video is about temptation. I
walk into a room full of my ex-lovers. Some female,
some male. Love is love. That is the point of the scene.
GC: Like Roseanne, you are recognized as a strong
supporter of gay rights.
TL: I do not believe that people should be judged by
their sexuality.
GC: Why are gay rights important to you?
TL: Some of my dearest friends are gay and I hate
the ways they suffer. It’ s wrong.
GC: Is that what sparked your activism?
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TL: I witnessed a close friend die of AIDS in the
nineties and his partner was denied all access to him
in the hospital. That’s what started my activism.
GC: Actress, film director, author, singer, activist…
do you ever have time to sit down and relax?
TL: Yes. I’m sitting right now.
GC: You weren’t sitting last night.
TL: Are you stalking me?
GC: Maybe. There are pics splashed all over the
web of you with Bravo’s Andy Cohen at Studio 54 in
NYC.
TL: Andy’s so cute.
GC: Was he your hot gay date?
TL: No, no. My husband laughed.
GC: Did you ever experience the real Studio 54 in
it’s hey day?
TL: Honey, I’m not that old! Studio 54 was way
before my time. I was a little girl on the other side of
the planet in Los Angeles.
GC: You were more of a heavy metal chick back
then.
TL: I was.
GC: So why are you singing club tracks today?
TL: I sing metal in my shower but I belong on the
dance floor. I love the nightlife. I got to boogie, from
the disco...

GC: When all is said and done, what do you hope to
be remembered for?
TL: Who the fuck knows....
GC: Of the seven deadly sins, what’s your favorite?
TL: Lust! I’m a frisky kitty.
GC: You are the ultimate man magnet.
TL: Damn right I am.
GC: What advice can you offer gay fans on how to
become irresistible to men?
TL: Be a gentleman in the living room, a fierce chef
in the kitchen and a porn star in the bedroom.
GC: And your advise for the ladies?
TL: A wicked set of heels and a great ass will get you
far. Remember ladies, the higher the hair, the closer
to Goddess.
GC: Do you have a message for today’s bad girls?
TL: Moisturize!
GC: What’s left for you to do, Traci?
TL: Peak.
For more information on Last Drag, visit
http://www.seatosun.com.
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Mary J. Blige Shows
The Gays Some
Real Love
Queen of Hip-Hop Soul talks sequel to
landmark album, homophobia
and strip clubs

 Photo by Klinko & Indrani

By Chris Azzopardi
You could say this is Mary J. Blige’s second life.
Her first, candidly chronicled on her confessions-of-a-wreck
album My Life, was an early glimpse into one of the biggest
singing superstars in the world, who not only went public with
her pain but eventually overcame it. My Life II... The Journey
Continues (Act 1) is the Queen of Hip-Hop Soul 17 years later,
after releasing nine other studio albums, taking home just as
many Grammys and becoming, as she now calls herself, “the
living proof.” That’s also the title of a song on her latest release,
originally recorded for The Help, that nabbed her a Golden
Globe nomination this year.
In a recent chat, Blige let us in on her Life, how she became
aware of her gay following and – when asked about pal P.
Diddy’s “faggot” controversy – why she thinks “people should
be careful with their words.”
GC: Your middle initial isn’t visible on the album cover. Is
there significance to that? Does that symbolize a new era in
Mary J. Blige’s life?
MB: Nah. Just didn’t have any space for it! (Laughs) I’m in the
middle of the picture and the J is in the middle of the thing, so
it’s like, where we gonna put it? But no, I’m not ever dropping
the J. That’s my name.
GC: The hair is the problem, then.
MB: Yeah, exactly! That’s what happened. (Laughs)
GC: One of the biggest reasons you turned your life around
from My Life to My Life II was because you wanted to set a
positive example for fans who look up to you. A lot of them are
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gay. When in your career did you know so many gay fans were
leaning on you as a source of inspiration?
MB: Wow, it was a gradual thing that I started to see a lot
on Mary and No More Drama. I had no idea and it gradually
started happening. I did something at some club – it was a gay
club – and it was just crazy. That’s when I really knew that I
had a gay following.
I love it. I just love my brothers and I love my sisters. I love
them all. We’re all in this together. And I have gay friends. It’s
a beautiful thing to be able to heal together the way we’ve been
healing over the years.
GC: The new album features “Need Someone,” a track written
and originally recorded by Matt Morris. And he’s gay.
MB: Oh, I didn’t know that! See, a lot of things I don’t know.
(Laughs) That’s why I said it’s a gradual thing. I’m just finding
out. The song is friggin’ amazing.
GC: What about that song drove you to record it?
MB: Jimmy lovine brought the song to me, and when he
played the song my bones were chilled and my hair on the back
of my neck was standing up. It was so haunting because of the
deepest part about that record: Not only do we need someone
to love us – but why and who that is. I think we’ve all grown to
know that that person is us. We need to love ourselves before
anyone else can love us, and that’s the message I got from it
immediately. I was like, “Wow, I could see myself singing this to
my younger self.” Jimmy was like, “I want you to do this song”
– and he didn’t need to say any more.
GC: Seems like a track that you could’ve used during the
original My Life era.
www.gaycalgary.com

MB: You know, I wish I had the strength to do that song
then but I didn’t, so I had to give the world the album in the
condition that I was in. Somebody asked me a question while I
was doing a radio interview: “If My Life was to meet up with My
Life II on the street somewhere, what do you think they would
do?” I said, “They would give each other a hug and say, ‘Thank
you for saving my life.’” My Life, the first one, would say to My
Life II, “Thank you for having the strength to pull us through
this.”
GC: Other artists on the music scene around the time you
launched your career in the early ’90s burned out; you’re still
going strong two decades later. What’s the key to your longevity?
MB: First, I never denied the fact that God is the reason
responsible for every single thing. I remember praying and
asking for a “why” to stay alive, and I know that if there wasn’t
praying and making God first in my life, I wouldn’t have the
fans that I have. And if it weren’t for the fans and the love that
they have for my life, period, and not just my career – the fans
that really respect my walk and everything I’ve done – there
would be no My Life II, or III or IV. There would be no No More
Drama, no albums. So also the fact that my fans really mean
a lot to me – because when I spoke out on the My Life album,
they responded and they saved my life – and responded to that
album and let me know I wasn’t the only one suffering in the
things I was suffering in.
GC: Obviously you’re a very spiritual person; you regularly
quote proverbs on your Twitter. Because of your faith and
growing up in a religious household, was it ever a conflict for
you to be as accepting as you are of gay people?
MB: I’m not a religious person. Religion is religion and I don’t
need a deep relationship with God to have a religion. That’s
not why I believe Christ died. I believe he died to give us a deep
relationship with God, and in having a deep relationship and
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walk with God, there is no judgment. We cannot judge or think
we’re better than anybody.
I have nothing but love for everyone in the universe. I believe
we can all teach each other something, and I believe we can
all grow and learn from one another. I’m a spirit, so I need
spiritual assistance – that means I need to pray, I need to read
The Word, I need to share
The Word with people.
That’s what it’s for. It’s not
for me to be like, “You’re
gonna burn in hell.” That’s
not what I believe God
wants me to testify about.
The fact that I’ve been
through so much, and my
trials and tribulations are
out in the open, is to heal
other people. And that I’ve
come through it isn’t to say
I’m better; it’s to say we all
can do it.
GC: As someone who’s
said she won’t tolerate
homophobia, what did you
make of friend/collaborator
P. Diddy’s recent lash out
at a club-goer, whom he
called a “faggot”?
MB: I can’t make the
judgment call one way or
the other on what Puff was
going through that day. All
I can say is he apologized,
and I know it’s a harsh
word but I have to speak
for Mary J. Blige. We have
to all be careful with what
our thoughts are so they
don’t become our words,
and that’s what prayer and
being spiritually grounded
(are for) – because if you’re
spiritually
grounded,
you put yourself in other
people’s shoes. I gotta
speak for Mary, though. I
can’t really speak for Puff.
As far as I’m concerned,
I think people should be
careful with their words.
You gotta think before you
jump out there.
GC: Especially with how
much words hurt and all
the bullying we’re hearing
more about lately.
MB: Yeah, that’s not cool.
That’s horrible. It’s killing
people, because you don’t
understand what they’re
going through or what their
life may be. That’s not fair.
GC: You can relate, I’m sure. You weren’t understood by a lot
of people early in your career.
MB: Totally, 100 percent. And I’m still misunderstood by a
lot of people. But the one thing that I do know about me that’s
real is that I have love and respect for mankind, period.
GC: Tell me about working on the upcoming Rock of Ages
film, due out in the summer.
MB: I had a good time! It was a lot of fun going to work when
we were shooting Rock of Ages because my role as Justice is to
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be a strip club owner. She’s a lot of fun but she’s strong, and
we sang some of the really good classic songs from the ’80s like
“Any Way You Want It” and “Here I Go Again.” It was just fun,
man. The little part that I did with Tom Cruise? Amazing!
Julianne Hough and I became really good friends because
she’s a sweetheart, and I love (director) Adam Shankman to
death. Adam knew exactly
what he wanted. He told
us what he wanted and he
just made me feel like I was
already a seasoned movie
star. He was like, “Just
do what you do.” He’s so
down-to-earth.
GC: Of course he’s
lovable: He’s gay.
MB: Yeah, and some of
my best friends are. Like
Elton John is super downto-earth and he’s not into
all that fluff. He is what he
is and he’s like, “Look, man,
you are my friend and I’m
your friend.” I love him.
GC: Did you hit up strip
clubs for research?
MB: I sure did, and I
had fun doing it! (Laughs)
I went to one in New York
called Sin City. It ended
up being fun because all
of my fans were in there. I
went with all the guys and
they were going to have
fun and I’m going because
I’m doing, like, homework.
I got a chance to see what
everything is and do some
method acting.
GC: You recently did VH1
Divas. Why is it that divas
are always getting pitted
against each other like it’s
a competition?
MB: They make it a
competition because they
make it sound like it is. But
the bottom line: We get in
there, we work together and
we’re around each other
for a couple of hours. We
gotta get along and love and
respect each other.
GC: When will you duet
with Mariah and make my
diva dream come true?
MB: Whenever she says
the word. I love Mariah! I
mean, come on. (Laughs)
GC: You’re the Queen of
Hip-Hop Soul – don’t you
have her digits? Call her and be like, “Mariah, let’s do it.”
MB: (Laughs) I do have her number!
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 Interview - From Page 9
And how do other people react? “People are a little shocked at
first, but they’re gonna get the fuck over it and pretty soon it’ll be
normal – because it should be normal!”
Part of it, however, is that O’Hare doesn’t want everything about
him to be “gay.” Especially not his acting.
“For me, an actor is an actor. Years ago someone said to me,
‘How do you feel about being a gay actor?’ I said, ‘I’m not a gay
actor. I’m an actor. I’m Irish. I’m an atheist. And a bridge player. I
ride my bike. Oh, and I’m gay.’”
He fits right in on the set of American Horror Story, one of the gayfriendliest projects he’s ever worked on. No surprise there: This is
a Ryan Murphy production, after all. “I’ve met more female lesbian
gaffers on Ryan’s show than I’ve ever met anywhere else in my life!”
O’Hare says.
Because Murphy’s schedule is nuts, with Glee now in its third
season, he doesn’t come around the AHS set often. But when he
does, “he’s a great spirit” – no pun intended – “on the set. He’s the
kind of guy who believes in a world of possibilities. He makes things
happen.”
“Crazy” is what O’Hare calls the set, shot in the Paramount lot in
L.A. right behind the infamous Hollywood Cemetery (as if the show
wasn’t creepy enough).
“We never really know what we’re doing until the day before,”
he says. “Everyone’s cool with it. The scenes, even when they’re
intense, are fun.”
When O’Hare was sent the script directly from Murphy back
in March, just a few weeks before shooting, he was immediately
intrigued. The show takes cues from many of his favorite horror
classics and the legendary names behind them: Vincent Price, Peter
Lorre, Bela Lugosi and Martin Landau.
“What I think is great about the show is that Ryan’s kind of
consciously quoting from great works,” he says. “‘Don’t go in the
basement’ is one of the biggest horror tropes, or ‘don’t open the
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door’ – they’re all horror tropes, and he’s using all of them in a really
cool way. And I hear some people say, ‘Well, it’s unrealistic. Who’d
stay in the house?’ That’s just a given. Let’s just let them stay in
the house.”
Now he’s starting to sound a lot like Larry, who’s so insistent
that the Harmons stick around you wonder what the dude’s got up
his sleeve. “I think Larry has a very clear overarching goal, which
is redemption and release,” O’Hare says, “and that is all tied up in
the house.”
For O’Hare, the role requires three-and-a-half hours of makeup,
transforming the actor’s face into the questionable burn victim and
leaving O’Hare with half of his hearing and sight. On the first day of
shooting, Murphy walked him through Larry’s limp and shriveled
arm. “He’s got the vision in his head, so he had to be very clear
about what we should to do,” O’Hare says, “and I like that about
him – he’s a very clear director.”
That helps, but with True Blood, O’Hare knew what he wanted
for Russell Edgington.
“I felt no need to make Russell act gay, because he is gay,” he
says, adding that because the vamp’s so ancient, homosexuality
didn’t even really exist then, “and I know as a gay man I don’t have
to demonstrate that I’m gay. The fact that I’m sleeping with a man
is the demonstration.”
And that’s gay?
O’Hare smiles big and non-creepy. “Not always, but for the most
part.”
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LA LA LANDS
On Top of the Charts

By Will Baker
She’s been accused of living in LaLa land. You probably have to be a bit cuckoo to try to break
in to today’s pop music world. Today’s artists are judged on an entirely different standard that
extends beyond the merits of their vocal ability. There’s a greater creative expectation requiring
stars to be luminous. To shine so brightly, a performer not only has to be a skilled music maker,
but a multi-faceted and interesting personality with a genuine penchant for connecting with their
audience.
The dancefloors newest songstress, LALA, an Edmonton native, is all that and more. Her
collaboration with the remix production duo Maniacalm on the single “Never Forget You” yielded
LALA her first American Billboard hit. It was followed with the sonically stirring “I Miss You”
(co-written by LALA).
Now the artist, who came out as bisexual last month, is releasing her first solo track, “Who’s
In My Mouth?”. It’s a high-energy ditty that shines the light on the world’s obsession with the
celebrity lifestyle while simultaneously showcasing the talent of the pint-sized firecracker that
is LALA.

Continued on Next Page 
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 From Previous Page
GC: What is the biggest misperception about LALA?
LA: That I’m a bad driver. That I must be a martial artist.
Also, some people assume I’m a stripper or playboy model
because I like to show skin.
GC: You seem to embody several different personalities in
your music.
LA: More than several past relationship partners have
accused me of being bi-polar.
GC: How so?
LA: I can be the Asian sweet “love you long time” submissive
girl. I can be the warm, gushy type. I can be superficial, sexy,
playful, and I can be the bold, rash, take-no-bull-shit-fromanyone fierce chick too.
GC: How often are you compared to GaGa?
LA: All the time. I don’t know why except our names rhyme.
GC: Where did you get the name LALA?
LA: It’s been my nickname since birth. My brother called me
it when I was young and is somehow caught on with rest of my
family caught on.
GC: What is the biggest difference between GaGa and LALA?
LA: Hello? I’m Asian and an Edmonton girl.
GC: Do you hope to be some kind of Asian pioneer in music?
LA: Hell yeah. It’s ridiculous that no Asian solo music
artist has ever broke big in mainstream pop. There are tons
of Italians, Latinos, black, and, of course, white artists in the
music world, but no Asians. I don’t understand why. Where is
our Asian invasion?
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GC: Is racism to blame?
LA: Racism is everywhere, even among Asians. Native born
Asians dislike westernized Asians. I am Chinese but I also
embody some East Indian influences. My parents and their
parents were born in India. I’m my own United Nations.
GC: Has being Asian hurt your
career?
LA: It’s been challenging, for
sure. I began my career singing
and writing R&B music. It
was tough because R&B
and hip hop are dense with
history and unfortunately for
me, Asians
aren’t a
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part of that history. No matter how good I was at singing R&B,
and I was good, I didn’t feel like I could ever fit in. No one was
listening or cheering me on.
GC: Is that why you switched to dance?
LA: When I turned to dance music, things changed. The gay
scene embraced me. All of a sudden, doors started opening and
more opportunities presented themselves to me. I felt accepted,
comfortable, and at home. I had an audience, and for the
first time I started to realize possibility. I began to think that
maybe from here, others might start to accept me and give me
a chance.
GC: Were you ever the Asian stereotype?
LA: Hell no. I failed first grade! What Asian kid fails first
grade?
GC: Do you play the violin?
LA: I tried the violin but I quit after a few months. The
one stereotype I’m happy to admit is I play a mean game of
badminton. No one can beat me.
GC: Stereotypes suck, don’t they?
LA: They can, but they can also be unifying.
GC: The LGBT community battles stereotypes everyday.
LA: Some stereotypes are true and it’s not a bad thing. My
main gays know style. I don’t know why but they dress better
than other guys, they smell better, and the best thing for me,
they can dress me better than I can dress myself! The Queer
Eye is a stereotype, but is it so bad? It only becomes dangerous
when people use stereotypes as a weapon to promote hate.
GC: Like?
LA: Like when haters spread nonsense like gay people can’t
commit to lasting relationships so they shouldn’t be granted
the right to marry. Or when they say a hot Chinese chick isn’t
street enough to sing hip hop.
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GC: Do you hate being labeled?
LA: Yes because I tried to conform to the label. When hip
hop wouldn’t accept me, I tried so hard to fit into the Asian
market. It was like impossible because it was not my box! The
stereotype would not accept me even when I tried.
GC: How about being labeled as a lesbian?
LA: That’s not me either because I can’t deny my attraction
to boys.
GC: Are you bisexual?
LA: If you have to call me something, I guess that’s what I
am. But I can’t stand that people assume bisexuals will sleep
with anything that walks. I’m very particular with what I like.
GC: And that is?
LA: I like things with an edge. I want someone to give me a
ride on the wild side.
GC: How do your parents feel about your music?
LA: My parents and family don’t really understand. They
don’t know what happened to me, or why they never had the
good girl Asian daughter. However, deep, deep, deep down
somewhere in them, they are secretly rooting for me.
Visit me at www.lalathemusicartist.com.
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Photography
ARGRA Xmas Dinner at Club Sapien - Calgary
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Calgary Outlink Holiday Party
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Photography
Calgary Eagle Xmas Dinner

World Aids Day event at Club Sapien - Calgary

Calgary Eagle Xmas Dinner, continued
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Photography
New Years Eve Parties - Calgary
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Photography
New Years Eve Parties, continued - Calgary
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Classifieds
Event

140

Hate Crimes Luncheon Sunday,
Feb 26 @ Noon McDougall United
Church 10025 101 Street Edmonton
Donation for lunch appreciated
www.mcdougallunited.com

Employment

200

Live-in Personal Care
Aide for individual with
mobility problems
We are looking for a care giver to
live with us on our farm, to assist
with daily household chores (cooking,
cleaning), driving to and from
appointments and visits, both locally
and to Calgary/Lethbridge, and
assisting one individual after falls.
This position is in a gay, Christian,
nudist household with pets, so the
successful applicant must be tolerant
of these. The successful applicant
must also have the following:
1. Current criminal record search,
with additional Vulnerable Sector
check. 2. Current driver’s abstract
with fewer than 3 demerit points.
3. Must be able to lift up to 100 lbs.
4. Minimum age of 25. (For insurance
Purposes.) 5. Non-smoker
No illicit drugs are allowed. Social
drinking is acceptable, but not if
operating any vehicle. Individual
does not have to be gay, Christian,
or nudist, but must be tolerant of
these, as Church attendance may be
required on occasion. Remuneration
and room and board rates will be
discussed at interview. Applicant
will have own room, with semi
private bathroom, access to internet,
cellphone, North American long
distance telephone, satellite TV
unit, as well as access to vehicle and
fuel for personal use. Bedroom
furnishings can be provided if
required. A gay male is preferred,
however, it is not a requirement.
Contact Dan. Phone:403-485-8888
Email:DWF@2ds.ca

Audition

215

Gay Talent Wanted
Beauty & Mayhem Production
Agency is are looking for Gay Talent
to perform in Adult entertainment
Productions. Call Pj @ 403 826 2670
E-mail: pj@beautymayhem.ca
www.xxxbmpa.com

Adult Oriented

210

Personals

Labourer 50, searching for
relationship in area. Ranch hand
heritage. Don’t smoke. Healthy
boundaries. Handwritten reply
welcomed to Box 1, Kinsella AB,
T0B-2N0.

Male Friends

Sales/Rentals

455

Seeking Companionship
Youthful 50 year old gay male,
looking for a nice black/hispanic man
for fun times. I love to go clubbing,
have quiet dinners, very passionate
guy here, you be the same. Age is
unimportant to me, but looking for
guys 35-45 plus, all responses will
be answered. Please send email to
mrmark12ca@yahoo.ca

Models/Escorts
View profiles, watch greetings and
share chest rashes and genital sores!
PlentyofSyph.com, the hottest place
to meet local singles infected with
syphilis.

400

Getting Married?
CIVIL MARRIAGES immediately
or by appointment. All vows and
paperwork included. Witness
available.
Religion Free, Standard &
Specialized Ceremonies, Cross
Cultural, Same Sex LGBT.
Rork Hilford, MC
Alberta Marriage Commissioner,
Commissioner for Oaths
hilford@shaw.ca • 403-246-4134

Massage

560

Massage in Edmonton

460

Alberta Escort Listings
Registered Massage Therapist in
downtown Edmonton. Relaxation
and therapeutic massage. For
appointment phone Dwayne at 780483-3190 or 780-918-5856

305

Elizabeth’s Antique &
Collectible Sale

Check out www.Squirt.org for the Hot
Escorts in Calgary, Edmonton, and the
rest of Alberta.
New Improved Features. Free to
Post and Browse. Videos, Pics, and
Reviews. Join Now! Code: GCEE

Products/Services

500

Adult Depot
Rediscover the past. Alberta Aviation
Museum, 11410 Kingsway Ave.,
Edmonton, AB. March 16-17, 2012.
Friday 2-8PM & Saturday 10-4PM.
$5.00 Admission.

Large selection of gay DVDs from
$9.95, aromas and toys. Open
Mon-Fri 12-8pm, Sat 12-6pm, closed
Sundays and holidays.

Cleaning

517

GET A LIFE...STOP
CLEANING!
Get a life and STOP Cleaning your
place. Let Steve do the dirty work for
you. Cleaning your home or business.
Prefer regular cleaning schedule.
Flexable rates.
getalifecleaner.com | 403-200-7384

(403) 258 2777

Ads starting at $10/mo. for the first 20 words. Submit yours at http://www.gaycalgary.com/classifieds
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 Classifieds Contd.

Real Estate/Mortgage 517

PENTHOUSE LIVING CITY VIEWS!

It’s loaded with upgrades for
$479,000! Downtown 1367
sq. ft. custom designed unit in
the “Galleria” a stroll from all
amenities & Edmonton’s River
Valley. Go to www.liviniuk.com
for full details! Remax Real Estate
780-488-4000
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Q Scopes

Keep your eyes open, Libra!
Mars in Virgo quincunx to Eris can make people bitchy and
competitive. As the Sun aspects those two you can see better how to
turn that energy to constructive self-criticism. Mercury conjoining
Pluto in Capricorn focuses that energy and raises the stakes.



ARIES (March 20–April 19): Getting ahead depends on selfdiscipline, attention to details and questions of skill. Subtle hints
from superiors can save you a lot of grief. The Golden Rule may not
alleviate confusion in your relationships, but it will make it more
manageable.



TAURUS (April 20–May 20): Worrying about your career
doesn’t help, but list real concerns and look for practical
answers. “Helpful” friends will offer hundreds of ideas. A few
of those are actually very good. A relaxing time out would help
you restore clarity.



GEMINI (May 21–June 20): Sexual frustration is about
quality, not quantity. The need for emotional depth and
commitment may surprise you. If partnered, you’re overdue for
a good talk. If single, discuss it with someone whose wisdom
you respect or write your feelings down.



CANCER (June 21–July 22): It’s too easy to obsess on

minutiae. Better to clear out garbage and clutter. Your partner
or another good friend will be glad to help you decide what
needs to go. Let a sibling get saddled with the family keepsakes.



LEO (July 23–August 22): Being sensitive to others

will help you get ahead, but don’t give away the store; keep
terms and boundaries clear. Confusion too easily feeds into
arguments. Keeping a critical eye on your own human and
material resources can fend off trouble.



VIRGO (August 23–September 22): A mad, passionate
fling may leave you spinning and wanting more. It’s not love, so
keep your expectations in check. Your wicked tongue is a potent
weapon. Be careful where you aim that thing!



LIBRA (September 23–October 22): Would a fleeting,

tawdry affair make you feel cheap and used? That could be half
the fun. Keep your eyes open and your mind clear. If you do get
swept off your feet, you will have to pick up the mess.



SCORPIO (October 23–November 21): Pressure at work

is largely in your own head. Largely. Plan long-term strategies,
and remember that they will have to be flexible. Burning off
energy with some friends will help you from being a pain to your
colleagues.



SAGITTARIUS (November 22–December 20): Do your best
work and let it speak for itself. You don’t need to prove anything,
especially to family members. When those nagging voices fill your
brain, identify where they come from and you can get rid of them.



CAPRICORN (December 21–January 19): Even if things

have been going well lately, be very careful with your money. A
deal that sounds too good to be true is. Set aside a little for an
impulsive indulgence. If you can’t say anything nice, go chat
with Virgo.



AQUARIUS (January 20–February 18): Check out an art
show with something very new and different, or rent the most outré
movie you can find. It could inspire a new look, but test it with a
very trusted friend before you take it public!
PISCES (February 19–March 19): Be careful that the only
secrets you reveal are your own. Even then the deep personal
insights you’re gaining should be kept private. Well, mostly.
You may find earning power in skills you haven’t appreciated.



Jack Fertig, a professional astrologer since 1977 teaches at the Online
College of Astrology. He can be reached for personal or business
consultations at 415-864-8302 or through his website at http://www.
starjack.com
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